
 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

LIU, LU. Fabrication and Characterization of Poly(vinyl alcohol) Magnetic Fibers with High 

Loadings of Fe3O4 Nanoparticles via Dry-jet Wet Spinning. (Under the direction of Dr. Stephen 

Michielsen). 

Magnetic fibers are a new class of magnetic materials that combine the unique properties 

of fibers and magnetic materials together. Magnetic fibers have shown promising potential in 

applications such as micro-sensors, flexible microwave absorption textiles, data storage media, 

metal ion filtration membranes, and biomedical scaffolds. However, the magnetic performance of 

current magnetic fibers is very low compared to traditional inorganic magnetic materials, due to 

the low magnetic nanoparticle (MNPs) loadings in the fibers, which can be attributed to the fiber 

fabrication method of electro-spinning.  

The main objective of this study was to obtain highly magnetically responsive magnetic 

fibers via the industrialized fiber production technique of dry-jet wet spinning. The main 

hypothesis was that dry-jet wet spinning technique would enable higher MNPs concentration in 

the system compared to electro-spinning. 

In the study, magnetic PVOH fibers with superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs were spun at 

various MNPs loadings (0%wt, 10%wt, 20%wt, 40%wt, and 60%wt upon polymer weight) to 

study the effect of MNPs concentration on fiber properties. Ferromagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs were also 

dry-jet wet spun into fibers at a high loading ratio of 60%wt to understand the effect of MNPs 

species on fiber performance. Fibers were evaluated for different properties such as fiber 

morphology, crystal structure, thermal performance, mechanical properties, and magnetic 

performance. 

The results of this study showed that the fiber production technique of dry-jet wet spinning 

was able to generate magnetic fibers at high MNPs loadings that had not been achieved by electro-

spinning before, and superparamagnetic fiber exhibited magnetism saturation value (Ms) as high 



 

 

 

as 67% as compared to bare superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs. Meanwhile, ferromagnetic fibers 

were also successfully fabricated with Ms value of 46% as compared to bare ferromagnetic Fe3O4 

MNPs. To the author’s best knowledge, these fibers were the most magnetically responsive fibers 

that have been reported in literature. These high-MNPs-loading fibers demonstrated uniform fiber 

structure and sufficient fiber mechanical performance, with competitive magnetic performance as 

compared to traditional inorganic magnetic materials, along with unique properties of a fiber. The 

magnetic fibers from this study could potentially be utilized in traditional magnetics applications 

as well as in other innovative ways.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic fibers are a new class of materials that are actively under development. 

Magnetic fibers combine magnetic properties of traditional inorganic magnetic materials 

and unique properties of fibers such as lightness in weight, transparency, unique physical 

geometry, and flexibility of scale. These advantages give magnetic fibers the potential to 

be utilized in diverse applications, such as micro-sensors, artificial muscles, flexible 

microwave absorption textiles, data storage media, metal ion filtration membrane, and 

biomedical scaffolds et al.1-7 

Electro-spinning has served as the main method to fabricate magnetic fibers to date, 

as electro-spinning is easy to configure in laboratory and can produce fibers at nanoscale. 

However, electro-spinning also faces many challenges when it comes to magnetic fiber 

production. For example, the magnetic response of electro-spun magnetic fibers is usually 

much lower than bare magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), with magnetism saturation values 

less than 5 emu/g compared to 50 emu/g of bare MNPs.8 This is because the MNPs loading 

in an electro-spun setup is usually small, as high MNPs concentration could cause 

significant MNPs agglomeration at spinneret tip, which is due to the imbalanced force of 

surface tension and electro-field at the spinneret tip. Furthermore, it is also difficult to 

produce single magnetic fibers with sufficient mechanical properties via electro-spinning.9 

Finally, electro-spinning still faces many challenges such as low production rate and high 

cost compared to other fiber spinning techniques.  

There is no apparent way to produce highly magnetically responsive single fibers 

cost-effectively to date. The goal of this study is to fill this gap with the fabrication of  

highly magnetic responsive single fibers embedded with ferromagnetic/superparamagnetic 
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Fe3O4 MNPs via a cost-effective fiber production method: dry-jet wet spinning. Dry-jet 

wet spinning is capable of producing single fibers with outstanding mechanical 

performance at low-cost and at industrial scale. The central hypothesis of this study is that: 

1) high loadings of MNPs can be achieved with dry-jet wet spinning, as no electro-field is 

involved in the process; 2) the fiber products could maintain sufficient fiber structure and 

properties.  

The study will be conducted in three stages: 

• To identify the optimum spinning dope for dry-jet wet spinning magnetic 

PVOH fibers 

• To fabricate superparamagnetic PVOH fibers with 20nm Fe3O4 MNPs at 

different MNPs loadings, and to study the effects of MNPs concentration 

on fiber performance 

• To fabricate ferromagnetic fibers with 80nm Fe3O4 MNPs at high MNPs 

loading and to compare the impact of MNPs species on fiber properties 
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 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Magnetism 

Every material has a magnetic property, which is usually defined as inner magnetic 

response when the object is placed in a magnetic field (H), and this response is called the 

induction (B), which is a function of external the magnetic field (H) and the material 

magnetization (M) (Equation 2-1). The ratio of M over H is defined as magnetic 

susceptibility (χ), and χ is an index that reflects the pairing condition of molecule electrons.  

 𝐵 = 𝐻 + 4𝜋M 2-1 

 χ = 𝑀/𝐻 2-2 

If the electrons in a molecule are in pairs, the electrons will form closed orbital 

rings when put in an external magnetic field, and a negligible internal magnetic field of the 

molecule would consequently be generated. This magnetism performance is called 

diamagnetism. Diamagnetic materials have a very small magnetic susceptibility (χ), and 

are generally considered “non-magnetic”. 

For materials with electrons not paired, the magnetic induction (B) cannot be 

neglected in an external magnetic field, and such magnetic behavior is called 

paramagnetism, the so-called “magnetic responsive”.10 In the category of paramagnetic 

materials, the magnetic susceptibility χ ((Equation 2-3) is used to describe magnetic 

properties, which is determined by the number of unpaired electrons (represented by Curie 

constant C) and influenced by temperature T (Kelvin). The calculation of Curie constant C 

against the number of unpaired electrons (g) is shown in Equation 2-4, where β refers to 

effective magnetic moments, S is the spin angular momentum, and k is Boltzmann’s 

constant, and N is the number of magnetic atoms/molecule per volume.10 
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 χ = 𝐶/𝑇 2-3 

 
C =

𝑁2𝑔𝛽2𝑆(𝑆 + 1)

3𝑘
 

2-4 

Magnetic performance of a paramagnetic material can be divided into four 

categories based on the types of magnetic interaction among the electron spins: 

paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and anti-ferromagnetic. A brief comparison of 

these four categories is included in Table 2.1,with typical magnetization curves shown in 

Figure 2.1. When ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials are placed in a magnetic field, 

the coupling forces cause magnetic moments of neighboring atoms to align and to 

accumulate into a very large internal magnetic field that is 10- 100 times the external 

magnetic field strength (Table 2.1). This fact distinguishes ferro/ferri-magnetism from 

paramagnetism, as the magnetic moments in paramagnetic materials respond to external 

magnetic fields independently without lining up with each other which lead to weak 

internal magnetic fields. Furthermore, ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials can retain 

permanent magnetism after an external magnetic field is removed. As shown in Figure 2.1 

(x-axis: external magnetic field, y-axis: internal magnetic field), ferromagnetic and 

ferrimagnetic materials still contained an induced internal magnetic field when the external 

magnetic field is removed at x= 0. This is because magnetic moments are forced to line up 

forming internal magnetic field when an external magnetic field is added; once the external 

magnetic field is removed, not all magnetic moments have enough energy to rotate back to 

their original chaotic states. Therefore, the material retains its magnetism even when the 

external magnetic field is removed. As the environmental temperature increases (Curie 

temperature for ferromagnetic materials, and Neel temperature for antiferromagnetic 

materials), magnetic moments have more thermal energy to overcome the coupling forces 
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induced by the external magnetic field. In such circumstances, the magnetic moments are 

able to fluctuate randomly again as soon as the external magnetic field is removed. In this 

case, there would be no permanent internal magnetic field left in the material, which is 

known as superparamagnetism.  

Table 2.1 Categories of magnetism10. 

Category Magnetism Spin 

Paramagnetism Each spin oriented randomly and independently to 

external magnetic field, with no interaction with each 

other 

 

Ferromagnetism Magnetic moments of neighboring atoms align which 

results in very large internal magnetic fields 

 

Ferrimagnetism Two kinds of spins exist among magnetic moments, 

which are antiparallel to each other. One orientation 

dominates, which leads to large internal magnetic 

fields 
 

Anti-

ferromagnetism 

Two kinds of spins exist among magnetic moments, 

with neighboring spins always pointing antiparallel 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1  Magnetic hysteresis curves for ferromagnetism (red), paramagnetism 

(green), superparamagnetism (blue) 10. 
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Nanoparticles (NPs) such as Fe3O4 NPs with a diameter smaller than 25nm exhibit 

superparamagnetic properties at room temperature. The thermal energy (crystalline 

anisotropy energy) provided for these small magnetic nanoparticles at room temperature is 

sufficient to flip magnetic spins once the external magnetic field disappears. This is the 

result of the existence of single magnet domains in the small size of the Fe3O4 NPs, which 

requires very low thermal energy to flip magnetic moments. Therefore, 

superparamagnetism commonly exists in nanoparticles (NPs) of ferro- and ferrimagnetic 

materials at room temperature.  

 Magnetic Fibers 

2.2.1 Introduction 

As a relatively new group of materials,  magnetic fibers have shown great potential 

in many diverse applications.1-7 Patents have been filled related to magnetic fibers or 

magnetic organic gels for commercialization, such as “Process for Obtaining Magnetic 

Cellulose Paper and the Respective Product” (US20140231035A1) 11, “Magnetothermal 

Fibers” (WO2014084853A1)12, and “Process for Treating Concentrated Salt Solutions 

Containing DOC” (US7540965B2)13. 

One promising potential application for highly magnetic fibers is for use as artificial 

muscles or linear actuators. Artificial muscles are materials or devices that can reversibly 

contract, expand or rotate in response to environmental conditions such as voltage, 

temperature, light, pH and magnetic field.14 A living skeletal muscle can contract 30% in 

length in 10-3 ~ 10-2 s, but pH triggered artificial muscle materials take 20s to reach 80% 

deformation because it takes a relatively long time for polymers to relax and to reform 

when induced by pH change.15 Magnetic field induced artificial muscle can achieve a much 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanoparticles
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shorter response time with an accurate elongation/contraction behavior as all the magnet 

spins in the material respond spontaneously and uniformly to magnetic field change.14, 16 

Compared to induction of light or voltage driven artificial muscles, the magnetic response 

is only related to magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) embedded in fibers, which frees up the 

choice of polymers for other performance requirements. Magnetism triggered artificial 

muscles can be programmed for specific movement patterns by controlling magnetic field 

strength and location. Magnetostrictive polymer composite gels such as 

polydimethylsilicone containing Fe3O4 magnetic particles have been studied as artificial 

muscles by some researchers, but there have been few studies to explore the potential of 

magnetic fibers.  It is worthwhile to mention the interesting work from Dr. Baughman’s 

group17, who fabricated carbon nanotube yarns as artificial muscle (Figure 2.2). In this 

product, the fibers responded to voltage for expansion and contraction movements. The 

author believes magnetic fibers would be able to achieve these movements by alternation 

of external magnetic fields.  

 

Figure 2.2  Artificial muscle made from carbon nanotube yarns with paraffin wax and 

twists17. 

Another promising application for highly ferromagnetic responsive fibers is 

magnetic filtration, such as for water/oil filtration to remove corrosive materials from 
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industrial process fluids, automotive filtration to maintain the effectiveness of lubricants 

(Figure 2.3), and bio-separation membranes to purify cells and proteins from bioreactor 

streams. 18-20 With high MNPs loadings, ferromagnetic fibers produced in this study have 

the potential to improve the filtration capacity of magnetically-sensitive materials at a small 

extra cost. 

 

Figure 2.3  Magnetic filter with flux distribution and iron particles collection 18. 

Magnetic fibers can be divided into three categories based on magnetism 

mechanism: 1) pure organic polymers with magnetic properties coming from organic 

radicals of the polymer backbones and /or side branches; 2) polymers with paramagnetic 

ions chemically bonded to polymer chains; 3) polymer systems with magnetic 

nanoparticles (MNPs) physically mixed in.10 Among these three systems, the polymer-

MNPs system is the most studied so far, as the magnetic fibers produced from this system 

have a much higher magnetic response compared to the ones from the other two systems, 

which gives it competitiveness to inorganic magnetic materials in practical applications. 

The polymer-MNPs system is the system selected in this study for magnetic fiber studies, 

and all following sections from here is based on this system unless otherwise claimed.  
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2.2.2 Challenges and Recent Studies 

To produce magnetic fibers with desired mechanical and magnetic performance, 

researchers face many challenges, such as the uniformity of magnetic nanoparticles 

(MNPs) dispersion in fibers, the magnetic performance of final fiber products, mechanical 

and thermal properties of magnetic fibers. In this section, recent work on these challenges 

are discussed in depth.  

2.2.2.1 Uniformity of MNPs Dispersion  

To produce consistent and continuous magnetic fibers, it is essential to obtain 

uniform and stable polymer-MNPs spinning dope. An uncontrolled polymer solution could 

lead to defects in fibers, or even inhibit fibers from being formed properly. However, by 

nature, MNPs tend to agglomerate in polymer solution, as MNPs exhibit dipole-dipole 

interaction with each other.  Furthermore, the large surface energy difference of polymers 

and MNPs tend to separate the two phases.  

Many approaches have been explored to achieve a homogenous MNPs suspension, 

such as adding co-solvents into the solution, treating MNPs surfaces, and implementing 

special spinning techniques. 

Co-solvents of sodium citrate, polyacid, or oleic acid have been added to stabilize 

the MNPs polymer dispersion.21 Surface treatment on MNPs is also an effective way to 

reduce the surface energy difference between polymers and MNPs, including 

silanization22, coating with polymer brushes23, 24, grafting25, and chemisorption. For 

example, Shan et al21 have synthesized magnetic Fe3O4 MNPs in PLLA shells 

(Fe3O4@PLLA) to achieve homogenous spinning (Figure 2.4) where PLLA magnetic 

nanofibers were successfully produced. In another study, Mincheva et al26 synthesized 
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Fe3O4 MNPs directly in the spinning solution of polyelectrolyte n-carboxyethyl chitosan 

(CECh), which formed a uniform MNPs dispersion with very fine MNPs diameters (Figure 

2.5). This produced MNP-CECh homogenous solution that remained stable for 40 days 

without precipitation. 

  

Figure 2.4 PLLA/Fe3O4 nanofibers with Fe3O4@PLLA MNPs loaded: (left) iron 

element mapping, and (right) TEM image 21. 

 

  

Figure 2.5 TEM image of (left) bare Fe3O4 nanoparticles and (right) Fe3O4 + CECh 

nanoparticles 26. 

Another way to control MNPs dispersion without worrying about MNPs and 

polymer dispersion is to apply coaxial spinning (Figure 2.6). In this setup, the outside 

spinneret dope is pure polymer solution, and the inner spinneret solution only contain 
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MNPs and solvent. Song et al27 have successfully embedded FePt MNPs (MNPs diameter 

of 17.6nm) in one-dimensional array in PCL nanofibers with coaxial spinning for 3000nm 

(Figure 2.6).   

 

 

Figure 2.6 Coaxial electro-spinning setup (left),  and TEM image of the produced 

magnetic PCL nanofibers with FePt self-assembled array along fiber axis (right) 27. 

It is more difficult to obtain homogeneous spinning dope with the increase of the 

MNPs loading ratio, as MNPs are more likely to agglomerate. Miyauch et al observed 

strong agglomeration in the polyvinylpyrrolidone/Fe3O4 MNPs (50%wt/50%wt) fibers 

(Figure 2.9), which spinning dope contained 2-propanol as surfactant. However, it was 

doubtful whether the actual MNPs ratio had reached as high as 50%wt, as the saturated 

magnetic value of final fibers was much lower than 50% of that value as of pure MNPs.9  

2.2.2.2 MNPs Topology 

Another topic that has been briefly explored is the MNPs topology in magnetic 

fibers. In one study, all MNPs lined up in the fiber when a magnetic field was added 

perpendicular to the fiber axis during the spinning process, causing MNPs topology to 

change from random distribution (Figure 2.7 left) to alignment along the fiber axis (Figure 
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2.7 right). The magnetic saturation value (Ms) of the MNPs-aligned fiber was similar to 

that of magnetic fiber with random MNPs distribution, which indicated the alignment of 

MNPs in fibers did not alter the behavior of MNPs matrix and did not form a connected 

nanowire.28 

  

Figure 2.7  TEM images of (left) randomly dispersed superparamagnetic iron oxide 

nanoparticles (0.5 vol%) in electro-spun polycaprolactone (PCL) microfibers; (right) 

magnetic field-aligned SPIONs in PCL microfibers with long, contiguous arrays 28. 

2.2.2.3 High MNPs Loadings 

In order to be competitive in some magnetic applications, magnetic fibers need to 

reach a high magnetic response. The Ms value of most magnetic fibers currently reported 

in the literature is lower than 5 emu/g, compared to around 50 emu/g as for pure inorganic 

MNPs. Since Ms value is proportional to the loading ratio of MNPs in polymer matrix,21 

the challenge has become how to embed high MNPs loadings in magnetic fibers, which 

can be divided into two tasks: 1) to obtain stable homogenous solution with high MNPs 

loadings, 2) to spin fibers from high MNPs loaded solution.  

The first task has been discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, which involves co-solvents, 

MNPs surface treatment, and a tailored spinning technique. Regarding the second task of 
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spinning fibers from high MNPs loaded solution, the current common spinning method of 

magnetic fibers, electro-spinning, is typically incapable of producing such fibers. This is 

because the interaction of MNPs and electric field at high MNPs loading is so high that 

MNPs tend to agglomerate at the spinning tip interrupting the continuous formation of 

uniform fibers. Therefore, the MNPs loading in electro-spinning process is usually less 

than 10%wt, which results in magnetic performance of final products that are much lower 

than inorganic magnetic materials.  

One of the highest MNPs loading ratio via electro-spinning was claimed by Wang’s 

group29, in which the weight ratio of Fe3O4 MNPs and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) in 

spinning dope was 3:1. However, the actual MNPs loading in the final fiber product was 

not examined, and the saturation magnetization of prepared Fe3O4/PVP fiber was only 0.33 

emu/g compared to the value of 93 emu/g for bare Fe3O4 MNPs. Therefore, the actual 

loading ratio of MNPs in their magnetic fibers is suspected by the author to be much lower 

than the initial loading in the polymer solution. Another high MNPs loading ratio of 

electro-spun magnetic fibers was from Miyauch’s group,9 where 50%wt of ferromagnetic 

Fe3O4 MNPs was embedded in PVP fiber spinning solution. However, according to the 

hysteresis loop (Figure 2.9), the Ms value was much smaller than 50% of Ms value of bare 

MNPs, which indicated the actual MNPs loading in the magnetic fibers was not as high as 

50%wt.  
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Figure 2.8  TEM image of PVP/ Fe3O4 composite nanofibers (left), and Fe3O4 MNPs 

hysteresis loops (right): Fe3O4 MNPs with diameter of 250nm (line 1),  Fe3O4 MNPs 

with diameter of 20nm (line 2), Fe3O4 MNPs-250nm/PVP nanofibers (line 3) 29. 

 

          

Figure 2.9  TEM image of magnetic nanofiber of PVP/SPM=50/50 %wt (left), and 

hysteresis loops (right) of electro-spun PVP/ferro-Fe3O4-MNPs magnetic fiber with 

50%wt MNPs loading 9. 

One interesting phenomenon has been reported about MNPs, MNPs become 

magnetically harder in a polymer matrix with higher Ms value per weight, once embedded 

in magnetic fibers. This effect is possibly caused by the reduction of dipolar-dipolar 

interaction between MNPs when immobilized in polymer phases.30   
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2.2.2.4 MNPs with Different Sizes 

Despite the challenge to achieve high MNPs loadings, it is also difficult to 

incorporate MNPs with large diameters into magnetic fibers. This is true for fibers at both 

nanoscale as well as micro-scale, especially when the diameter of MNPs is larger than 

200nm.  

In one study, magnetic polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) fibers were successfully 

fabricated with a mixture of Fe3O4 ferromagnetic MNPs and Fe3O4 superparamagnetic 

MNPs.9 No magnetic particle coupling was observed among two MNPs species in the 

magnetic fibers, which was different from some earlier research. Further investigation is 

needed for a thorough understanding on this topic.  

2.2.2.5 MNPs Effects on Fiber Performance 

The incorporation of MNPs affect various fiber properties, such as crystal structure, 

thermostability, and mechanical performance. 

For example, MNPs can reinforce magnetic fiber crystallinity at low loading ratios. 

In an earlier work of PAN/Fe3O4 magnetic nanofibers, the wide-angle X-ray diffraction 

(WAXD) graphs showed the polymer crystal (PAN-2,0,0) peak at 2θ~17° (Figure 2.10 b-

e) becoming sharper and more noticeable as the MNPs concentration increased from 0%wt 

to 9%wt. This is because the addition of MNPs as well as other nano-fillers restrict the 

mobility of polymer chains in certain directions, which makes the polymers more likely to 

align and form crystalline regions through drawing. This improved crystallinity at low 

MNPs loadings is expected to benefit the mechanical performance of magnetic fibers. 
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Figure 2.10 WAXD patterns of PAN/Fe3O4 magnetic nanofibers with different MNPs 

loadings: a) 0%wt (as-received PAN powder), b) 0%wt (pure PAN fibers), c) 1 %wt 

Fe3O4, d) 5 %wt Fe3O4, e) 9% Fe3O4 
30. 

The addition of MNPs at a low concentration has been illustrated to benefit fiber 

mechanical properties. 31As shown in Figure 2.11, the tensile strength of nylon-strontium 

magnetic fiber increased as MNPs volume was 5%vol.4. Beside the future development of 

crystal regions because of MNPs incorporation, a good filler-polymer interface is also 

likely to form at low MNPs loadings, which will help the stress transfer within materials 

under tension.  

 

Figure 2.11 Tensile strength of nylon fibers with various loadings of strontium ferrite 4 
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However, as the MNPs loading increases, the quantity and size of MNPs clusters 

in the fibers are likely to grow and form defects in the fibers, which would lead to weakened 

fiber mechanical performance. This effect is also seen in Figure 2.11, in which the tensile 

strength of magnetic fiber decreased as MNPs concentrations exceeded 5%vol. 4 This can 

be explained as the mobility of polymers is restricted so extensively at high MNPs 

concentrations that the growth of polymer crystal regions is inhibited. Under this 

circumstance, magnetic fibers of high MNPs loadings could experience high porosity with 

low crystallinity, which is reflected by poor mechanical strength and reduced thermal 

stability. For instance, Chien32 et al. have reported a decrease of 18% on fiber modulus 

caused by 10%wt superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs in PAN fibers. Other research has found 

a reduction of 50% on initial modulus value for magnetic PVOH fibers with the magnetic 

iron ion ratio of 17.63 %wt.33  

The incorporation of MNPs on magnetic fiber thermostability has been explored 

with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). As shown in Figure 2.12, magnetic fibers had a 

delayed starting point (~280°C) for major stage decomposition compared to pure 

PAA/PVOH fibers, but the former experienced a much faster weight loss right after. 34 In 

another study, it was considered the addition of MNPs enhanced fiber thermostability, as 

there was less weight lost till 300°C for magnetic fibers before the major degradation 

started (Figure 2.13). The author found this analysis doubtful, as the reduced weight loss 

could be caused by the lower weight ratio of polymer content in magnetic fibers and MNPs 

did not lose as much weight in this temperature range. Thus, further work is necessary to 

test the analysis. 
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Figure 2.12 TGA curves of PAA/PVOH fibers and Fe3O4-MNPs/PAA/PVOH magnetic 

fibers 34. 

 

 

Figure 2.13 TGA curves of electro-spun PAN fibers and PAN/Fe@FeO magnetic 

fibers 35. 

2.2.2.6 MNPs Effects on Spinning Dope Viscosity 

The spinning solution of magnetic fibers is a typical non-Newton fluid, and the 

presence of MNPs enhances the non-Newton behavior even more. For instance, Zhang et 

al 30 prepared PAN spin dope with Fe3O4 MNPs at loading ratios of 5 %wt and 9 %wt. The 

solution viscosity analysis (Figure 2.14) showed that the shear thinning effect was more severe 

for 9 %wt MNPs spinning dope as the shear rate increased. This is because the strong 
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interaction between MNPs and polymers accelerates the alignment of polymer molecules 

under shear stress. The higher the concentration of MNPs is, the more shear thinning effect 

would be observed. This negative impact of MNPs on solution viscosity makes it possible 

to spin polymer solutions at a higher polymer concentration.  

 

Figure 2.14 Rheological behavior of PAN and PAN/ Fe3O4 spinning dopes 30. 

 Magnetic Nanoparticles (MNPs) 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are a group of materials that exhibit observable 

internal magnetic response once placed in external magnetic field and the induced internal 

magnetic fields could be ferromagnetic (Ferro), superparamagnetic (SPM), ferrimagnetic 

(Ferri), or antiferromagnetic (Anti-Ferro). MNPs have become popular materials for 

research, as they can provide benefits as magnetic material as well as being blended with 

other chemicals to create multi-functional materials. MNPs have been utilized in various 

applications, such as probes of biological separation, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

and targeted drug delivery in blood.24, 36, 37 

Several researchers have embedded MNPs in magnetic fibers. Within this body of 

work, some researchers have used MNPs with diameters less than 30 nm and 
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superparamagnetic performance and have embedded these MNPs in magnetic fibers; this 

choice of MNPs with these characteristics resulted in magnetic fibers, which were also 

superparamagnetic. Such small MNPs are chosen because it easier to achieve a 

homogeneous state with small MNPs, both in spinning solution preparation as well as 

during extrusion.9 There are also a few approaches to embed larger ferromagnetic MNPs 

into magnetic fiber systems as discussed in Section 2.2.2.4. Various MNPs have been 

studied for magnetic fiber fabrication, such as Fe3O4
30,38, FePt27, Fe@FeO (Core@shell 

structure for a metal NPs with an oxide shell) 8. 

2.3.2 MNPs Synthesis  

To achieve well-controlled magnetic fibers, MNPs must have a uniform shape with 

a narrow size distribution. Three methods are qualified to synthesize magnetic particles for 

such requirements, which are high temperature method, co-precipitation method, and 

microemulsion method. A summary of these synthesis methods is included in Table 2.2.  

Table 2.2 Synthesis methods of MNPs 39, 40 

Method Particle size 

produced 

(nm) 

Advantages Disadvantages 

High 

temperature  

5-22 Relatively easy particle 

size control and narrow size 

distribution 

High temperature 

required, challenging for 

scale-up 

Co-

precipitation  

5-200 Simple and rapid route, 

large scale, ambient 

conditions 

Hard to control particle 

size  

Microemulsion  1-50 Can be utilized at room 

temperature, good size 

control 

Difficult to scale up 
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2.3.2.1 High Temperature Method 

The high temperature synthesis method can produce uniform MNPs with a narrow 

size distribution. For this method, MNPs are first formed via nucleation from precursors in 

high concentration solution that exceeds its critical supersaturation loading, then MNPs 

grow following the La Mer colloidal growth law.41 The size, shape and uniformity are 

controlled by nucleation time, reaction environment, and other kinetic factors. For 

example, FeO MNPs with a diameter of 14 nm were produced via high temperature 

synthesis in a solution of oleic acid and oleylamine at 300°C for 30 minutes, and the MNPs 

diameter could grow up to 100nm if the reaction time was extended (Figure 2.15). 42 

Surfactant molecules are sometimes added to help prevent particle aggregation during the 

synthesis process, as surfactants interact with the unsaturated atoms on particle surfaces 

and stabilize the solution.43 The surfactants can also be tailored for further functionalization 

of final MNPs products.  

    

Figure 2.15 TEM images of truncated octahedral FeO NPs with diameter of a) 14nm 

spherical, b) 32nm cubic, c) 53 nm cubic; d) SEM image of 100 nm truncated 

octahedral NPs 42. 

Two routes are illustrated here as high temperature synthesis methods.  Route 1 can 

produce MNPs up to 100nm42, and Route 2 is very reliable to generate monodisperse MNPs 

(up to 40g) in the diameter range of 5-22 nm at large scale 41. 
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Route 1 42:   

𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑐)
3

+ 𝐷𝑖𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑦𝑙 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 
1,2 − ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑙,

265℃, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒 
 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 (4𝑛𝑚) 

2-5 

 

  𝐹𝑒3𝑂4  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 (4𝑛𝑚)  
𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑐)3

 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 (4𝑛𝑚) 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
  𝐹𝑒3𝑂4  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 (20

− 160 𝑛𝑚) 

2-6 

Or 

𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑐)
3

265℃, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒 

265℃, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑, 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒 
 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑂  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠  2-7 

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑂  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠   
𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑐)3

𝐹𝑒𝑂 𝑁𝑃𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝐹𝑒𝑂  𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠  2-8 

Route 2 41:   

𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑙3 ∙ 6𝐻2𝑂 +  𝑠𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 
𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙, 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑒 

70℃
 Fe − oleate complex  2-9 

Fe − oleate complex 
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 

300℃ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑒  𝑁𝑃𝑠  2-10 

Most of the magnetic nanoparticles synthesized via high temperature method 

exhibit diameters smaller than 25nm, which are of interest in most MNPs studies. Fe3O4 

nanoparticles with diameter range of 200~800nm can also been prepared via high 

temperature method via a modified reduction reaction of FeCl3 and ethylene glycol in a 

hydrothermal system.44 In this process, FeCl3 was first dissolved in ethylene glycol, then 
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sodium acetate and poly(ethylene glycol) were added, stirred and heated to 190°C for 24 

h. This process could produce ferrite spherical products with diameter of 200~800 nm with 

a narrow size distribution (Figure 2.16).   

  

Figure 2.16 TEM image (left) and SEM image (right) of Fe3O4 MNPs synthesized via 

high temperature method 44. 

2.3.2.2 Co-precipitation Method 

Co-precipitation is the most commonly employed method to synthesize MNPs for 

magnetic fiber applications. Stone et al 38 have wet spun sodium alginate magnetic fibers 

with Fe3O4 MNPs produced via co-precipitation, in which the diameter of MNPs was 10nm 

with a size of 196 nm for agglomerated MNPs clusters in the fiber. Shan et al 21 have 

synthesized Fe3O4 MNPs encapsulated in PLLA shell via one-step modified co-

precipitation method, aiming to obtain a uniform MNPs suspension solution in an easy 

way. In Shan’s synthesis, PLLA-TFE solution was added into Fe3+/Fe2+ mixture, and the 

final Fe3O4–PLLA MNPs had an overall diameter of 100~200 nm. These MNPs were 

electro-spun into magnetic poly(ʟ-lactide) (PLLA) nanofibers products.  

In co-precipitation process, the size and shape of MNPs are controlled by reaction 

parameters such as pH, ionic concentration, temperature, ratio of ferrous and ferric 
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hydroxide, and salt species. There are two commonly applied synthesis routes: 1) partially 

oxidizing ferrous hydroxide, 2) aging ferrous and ferric hydroxides in solution with 

stoichiometric mixing ratio (Equation 2-11). The optimized reaction condition45  for the 

latter route is with pH value of 8~14 and Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio of 2:1 (Figure 2.17).  

2Fe3+ + Fe2+ + 8OH−  → Fe3O4 + 4H2O 2-11 

 

Figure 2.17 A typical route for Fe3O4 MNPs synthesis via co-precipitation method 46. 

2.3.2.3 Micro-emulsion Method  

With micro-emulsion synthesis, MNPs are generated at the interface of water and 

oil phases of the solution. The micro-emulsion has two reaction systems: oil-in-water 

system and water-in-oil system. In water-in-oil systems, water is the disperse phase 

containing metal ions, and oil is the continuous phase enclosing precipitating agents. When 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron(II)_hydroxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PH
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the reaction is initiated, each water nanodroplet behaves as a nanoreactor where MNPs 

grows on the oil-water interface. To achieve a stable dispersion for reaction, amphiphilic 

surfactants are usually added to form an interfacial film between water and oil phases to 

lower the surface energy difference. The size of produced MNPs is controlled by the 

concentration of reactant, volume ratio of water droplet and surfactants, as well as reaction 

conditions including temperature, reaction time, and gas environment.43 Once the MNPs 

are formed, further coating and function-group can be added with surfactants. One example 

of Fe3O4 MNPs synthesized via micro-emulsion is shown in Figure 2.18. 43 

 

Figure 2.18 SEM image of Fe3O4 magnetite nanoparticles synthesized via micro-

emulsion method 43. 

2.3.3 Fe3O4 MNPs 

2.3.3.1 Introduction 

Compared to other MNPs, Fe3O4 MNPs offer a variety of choices in sizes, shapes,47 

and surface properties21,26,48, and Fe3O4 MNPs have also been manufactured at industrial 

scale with a reasonable cost. Fe3O4 MNPs are also recognized as being more stable than 
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other MNPs at room temperature. With such benefits, Fe3O4 MNPs have been utilized in 

diverse applications, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 49, drug delivery50, 

separation of metals51, microwave absorption47, as a shape memory material 52, and for data 

storage media53.  

Fe3O4 MNPs are the most commonly used MNPs in magnetic fiber applications, in 

which most are superparamagnetic (SPM) Fe3O4 MNPs with diameters less than 30 nm. 

Fe3O4 SPM MNPs have been electro-spun into polymer matrix such as polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN)30,32, poly(L-lacitide) (PLLA)8, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)9,  poly(vinyl alcohol) 

(PVOH)54, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)55, and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)56. Fe3O4 

MNPs have also been (dry-jet) wet spun into magnetic fibers of cellulose57, alginate38, and 

PAN32. 

With all the prior art, Fe3O4 MNPs have been chosen as the MNPs for this study. 

To explore the effects of MNPs on fiber structure and properties, two species of Fe3O4 MPs 

have been employed: 1) 20 nm Fe3O4 MNPs with superparamagnetic performance; 2) 

80nm Fe3O4 MNPs with ferrimagnetic performance. 

2.3.3.2 Characterization 

Fe3O4 MNPs exhibit SPM performance when particle diameter is less than 30 nm32, 

and show ferrimagnetism (FM) when the particle diameter is larger than 30 nm. Magnetic 

hysteresis loops of the MNPs in this study are included in the results sections.  

The crystal structure of Fe3O4 MNPs can be studied through WAXD analysis, and 

a typical Fe3O4 MNPs pattern is shown in Figure 2.19 (ICDD PDF reference number of 00-

019-0629). 
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Figure 2.19 WAXD results of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs with diameter of 10-

15nm 32. 

The thermostability of Fe3O4 MNPs can be studied by TGA in air or nitrogen 

environment (Figure 2.20). In TGA degradation, Fe3O4 MNPs decompose from Fe3O4 to 

Fe3C when annealed in nitrogen environment, while oxidized to Fe2O3 in an air 

environment.32   

 

Figure 2.20 TGA graph of Fe3O4 MNPs in air and nitrogen environment from room 

temperature to 900°C with heating rate of 5°C/min 32. 
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 Fiber System  

2.4.1 Introduction 

Magnetic fiber system of polymer-MNPs that the author has  discussed so far 

belong to the category of synthetic fibers. Generally, there are two types of fibers in the 

world: synthetic fibers and natural-based fibers. Synthetic fibers refer to the ones made 

from synthetic polymers or small molecules. Synthetic fibers occupy more than half of the 

overall global fiber market, with the advantages of long durability, good tensile strength, 

design flexibility, and high production rate. 

2.4.2 Fiber Synthesis Methods 

Synthetic fibers can be produced via four spinning techniques: melt spinning, dry 

spinning, wet spinning, and electro spinning. A general comparison of these four 

techniques are included in Table 2.3. 

In a generic flow chart of fiber spinning (Figure 2.21), polymer solution or polymer 

melt at a proper viscosity is first prepared, then this polymer suspension is pushed through 

a metering gear pump and filters, being extruded from spinneret holes into air or liquid 

phase to form fiber shape, and this fiber shape is maintained as the polymer melt cools 

down in air or the solvents in polymer solution evaporate/diffuse out. Sometimes post 

treatments such as drawing are performed to improve fiber crystallinity and mechanical 

performance.  
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Figure 2.21 Generic graph of fiber spinning process 58. 
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Table 2.3 Synthesis methods of fibers.  

Processing Requirements for polymers Solidification mechanism 
Production rate 

(m/min) 

Melt-spinning Melt before degradation 

• Solidification and crystallization during 

cooling, 

• initial molecular entanglements 

4000-10 000 

Dry-spinning 

Can be dissolved in specific 

solution with proper elastic-

viscosity 

• Solvent evaporation 

• initial molecular entanglements 
200-800 

Wet-spinning 

Can be dissolved in specific 

solution with proper elastic-

viscosity 

• Diffusion or reaction  

• initial molecular entanglements 
45-150 

Dry-jet Wet 

Spinning 

(Gel-spinning) 

Can be dissolved in specific 

solution forming gel state 

• Solvent evaporation in gas  

• Coagulation or reaction in liquid 

• initial molecular entanglements 

Similar to wet spinning 

Electro-spinning 

Can be dissolved in specific 

solution with proper elastic-

viscosity 

• Solvent evaporation 

• initial molecular entanglements 

 

Mostly nanoscale 
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2.4.2.1 Melt Spinning 

Melt spinning58 is a preferred method for fiber production when polymer raw materials can 

be melted without degradation. In a melt spinning process (Figure 2.22), polymer granules are 

dried and melted in an extruder, led through metering pumps and filters, extruded through 

spinneret, and finally forming fiber shape with crystallization by passing through a cooling air gap. 

Fiber strength are initially obtained as the winding-up speed was higher than extrusion speed, 

during which  fiber chains are stretched between entanglement points to form aligned crystal-like 

regions (Figure 2.23). Further mechanical strength can be achieved via post-drawing. The air flow 

of solidification step in melt spinning plays an important role in fiber properties, as it determines 

solvent evaporation rate and polymer crystallization condition. A lot of work has been done 

exploring the melt-spinning process59,60, such as nucleation, primary crystallization, spindle mode, 

but is beyond the interest of this study.  

 

Figure 2.22 Schematic demonstration of melt spinning process 58. 
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Figure 2.23 Schematic graph of the deformation effect on local structure of polymer chains in 

melt spinning process 58. 

2.4.2.2 Dry/Wet Spinning 

When a polymer exhibits a lower decomposition temperature than its melting temperature, 

fibers cannot be produced via melt-spinning. Under this circumstance, dry spinning and wet 

spinning are utilized to produce fibers. Polymers are dissolved in liquid solvent, then spun to form 

a fiber shape at temperatures lower than polymer decomposition temperature, solidified via solvent 

removal, and finally drawn to achieve proper fiber strength. According to the solvent removal 

process, the spinning technique is divided into dry spinning and wet spinning.  

In dry spinning (Figure 2.24), the polymer solution is extruded from spinneret holes into a 

chamber with hot gas circulation, and solvent is removed through solvent evaporation in the gas 

flow. The dry spinning production rate can be as high as 500-1000 m/min and is much higher than 

wet spinning process.61 

In wet spinning 62, polymer solution is extruded into a liquid coagulation bath with a 

spinneret immersed inside the liquid phase. As fibers travel through the coagulation bath, the 

solvents in polymer gel diffuses out leaving the polymers alone to form intermolecular and 
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intramolecular bonding. The polymer gel gradually becomes a nascent fiber with sufficient 

mechanical strength for handling, and by the time fibers are wound onto the collection rollers, 

polymers have formed a cross-linked structure with little solvent left in-between. There are many 

parameters to be adjusted to achieve the optimized condition in wet spinning, including 

coagulation chemicals, coagulation bath temperature, coagulation residence time, and winding 

speed.32. The coagulation process of wet spinning follows Fick’s diffusion law, and this process is 

a critical step in the wet spinning process, as it determines the initial fiber structure such as porosity 

and potential for drawing.58 Compared to dry spinning, it is easier to control fiber structure and 

performance with wet spinning, as it is a gentler and slower process. 

 

Figure 2.24 Schematic graph of dry spinning process 63. 

2.4.2.3 Dry-jet Wet Spinning 

Dry-jet wet spinning, also known as gel spinning, can produce fibers with high mechanical 

performance. Dry-jet wet spinning is similar to wet spinning, except that the spinneret tip (Figure 

2.25) is placed slightly above the coagulation bath rather than being immersed in the bath. In dry-
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jet wet spinning, the spinning dope passes through an air gap before entering the liquid coagulation 

bath once extruded. This air gap allows the polymer solution to release the stress of passing through 

the tiny spinneret hole as a non-Newtonian fluid before entering the coagulation bath, and thus, 

reduces the formation of voids and defects in fiber structure.  

Dry-jet wet spun fibers tend to have a more uniform and dense structure, which benefits 

the fiber mechanical performance with higher draw ratio and higher crystallinity.58 Spinning dope 

with a lower polymer concentration is allowed in dry-jet wet spinning, as compared to other fiber 

production methods, and this low polymer concentration results in fewer polymer entanglements, 

which allows fibers to be elongated further, or drawn to a higher ratio, with high crystallinity and 

improved mechanical strength. Furthermore, the dry-jet wet spinning technique maintains the high 

production rate from dry spinning and combines this with the benefits of controllable fiber 

properties from wet spinning.61 Therefore, dry-jet wet spinning appears to be an attractive 

technique to produce high-strength fibers for commercial applications. More discussion about dry-

jet wet spinning parameters is included in Section 2.4.3.4 for the production of PVOH fibers via 

dry-jet wet spinning technique. 

 

Figure 2.25 Schematic graph of dry-jet wet spinning process 64. 
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2.4.2.4 Electro Spinning 

Electro spinning has a similar fiber production process to dry spinning except that an 

electrical field is used as the driving force to form fibers (Figure 2.26). Continuous fine strings of 

polymer gel are pulled out of a spinneret tip under the combined force of columbic repulsion and 

surface tension of the spinning solution, then fibers are solidified through solvent evaporation 

while travelling to the collector, and finally collected on the substrate. Compared to other fiber 

fabrication methods, electro-spinning usually does not require high temperature or a coagulation 

bath. 

The advantage of electro spinning over other processes is that it allows for the creation of 

fibers with very fine diameters even at nanoscale fiber diameters. Nanofibers have become a 

popular topic among material scientists and researchers, because nanofibers offer unique benefits 

such as high porosity and large surface-to-volume ratio. Nanofibers have shown potential in 

various applications including uses as filters, semiconductors, composites, and ceramics.35 

However, when fabricating nanofibers electro-spinning is not as well-developed as other fiber 

fabrication methods, an electro-spinning still has a long way to go before it can be competitive at 

the production volume, rate, and cost as compared to other fiber fabrication methods. 

 

Figure 2.26 Schematic diagram of electro-spinning process 65. 
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2.4.3 PVOH Fibers 

2.4.3.1 Introduction 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) (Figure 2.27) is a polymer with simple structure: carbon 

backbone, –CH2 and –OH function groups, which are commonly seen in polymer structures. This 

makes it possible to extend the research findings of PVOH polymers to many other polymer 

systems. 

 

Figure 2.27 Chemical structure of poly(vinyl alcohol) polymer. 

PVOH fiber is one of the most commercialized synthetic fibers in the world with many 

attractive properties such as high chemical resistance, high tensile strength, and human 

biocompatibility. PVOH fibers have been utilized in various applications including ropes, fishing 

nets, reinforcement materials in cement products, as well as a rubber material.  

As the decomposition temperature of PVOH polymer is lower than its melting point, 

PVOH fibers cannot be fabricated via melt spinning techniques. Therefore, PVOH fibers are 

manufactured with a wet spinning process by industry. In recent years, dry-jet wet spinning has 

been developed successfully to generate PVOH fibers with robust mechanical properties.32  

2.4.3.2 Application with Nanofillers 

PVOH polymers have been utilized to produce functional fibers with various filler species 

embedded, including carbon nanotubes66, soy protein 67, lignin68, and silicon oxide69. It is found 

that a small amount of nanofillers could reinforce fibers for a better mechanical strength.66,70 Most 

of these PVOH-filler fibers are produced via electro-spinning technique at laboratory scale, but 
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since dry-jet wet spinning is the selected method in this study, this section will mainly focus on 

the studies pursued with (dry-jet) wet spinning technique.   

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are popular additives to PVOH fibers. A small amount of CNTs 

can improve PVOH fiber mechanical strength, as the uniform interface of nanotubes and PVOH 

benefits the pressure transfer inside the material. In one study, PVOH fibers were dry-jet wet spun 

with 0.3%wt single wall CNTs loading, and the final fibers exhibited a tenacity of 2.2 GPa 

compared to 1.7 GPa for corresponding pure PVOH fibers (Figure 2.28). 66 This tenacity value of 

PVOH-CNTs fibers (2.2 GPa) is considered very high compared to commercial grade PVOH 

fibers. In another study, Mercader successfully wet spun PVOH fibers with a high CNTs loading 

of 13 %wt, which was achieved by the introduction of nonionic surfactant into the spinning dope, 

C18H37(OCH2CH2)20OH) (Brij® 78). This surfactant had a structure of hydrophobic-head and 

hydrophilic-tail, which greatly reduced the nanoparticle agglomeration and kept the solution 

homogeneous.70   

 

Figure 2.28 Tensile curves of pure PVOH fiber and PVOH/SWCNT fiber with SWCNT 

loading of 0.3%wt 66. 
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PVOH fibers have also been spun with SiO2 nanoparticles embedded, forming a material 

that is biodegradable in body fluid for medical application. In one research, PVOH fibers were 

produced with 3%wt SiO2 nanoparticle (particle diameter of 60-100 nm), and the fiber 

characterization presented a negative effect of particles on fiber strength and crystallinity. 69 The 

reason was not well explained in the study, and it could be due to agglomeration of the 

nanoparticles.        

Another filler group for PVOH fibers are soy protein particles. In one study exploring the 

impact of soy protein particles ratio on fiber mechanical performance, the highest mechanical 

strength and thermal stability was achieved at 70%wt PVOH and 30%wt soy protein (Figure 2.29). 

Results of this study indicated that the crosslinking and hydrogen bonding between soy protein 

particles and PVOH polymer hydroxyl groups reached the maximum value at this ratio. When the 

soy protein particle loading grew even higher (e.g. > 30%wt), fibers exhibited porous structure and 

ended up with descending tensile strength and poor thermal stability. 67 

   

Figure 2.29 Polarized optical microscope images of pure PVOH fiber (left), PVOH fiber with 

80%wt soy protein embedded (middle); Tensile strength (●) and elongation at break (○) of 

PVOH/soy protein blend fibers against soy protein concentration (right) 67. 
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2.4.3.3 Application with MNPs 

Some researchers have examined electro-spinning processes utilizing PVOH with Fe3O4 

nanoparticles to generate superparamagnetic nanofibers.55  

In one study71, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) was used as polymer shell for Fe3O4 

nanoparticles in the PVOH spinning solution, in which PEO helped to maintain a uniform polymer-

MNPs suspension. The TEM image of the final magnetic nanofiber is shown in Figure 2.30, in 

which MNPs lined up along fiber axis, possibly due to the magnetic coupling effect between 

MNPs. The saturated magnetization of this magnetic fiber was 7 emu/g, which was much lower 

than 45-55 emu/g for its corresponding bare Fe3O4 MNPs.  

 

Figure 2.30 TEM of PVOH fibers with 8 %wt superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs 55. 

In another study, magnetic PVOH-Fe3O4 fibers were produced via wet spinning with a high 

MNPs loading of 23%wt. The saturation magnetization value of the final magnetic fiber product 

reached 13.38 emu/g. This study utilized a novel production method, wherein MNPs were 

synthesized directly in situ within PVOH spinning dope (Figure 2.31). The structure of final 

magnetic fiber was very porous (Figure 2.31) with breaking strength of 14- 48 MPa, while the 

breaking strength of pure PVOH fibers prepared in the same process was 48 MPa.33 The tensile 

strength of pure PVOH fibers produced via wet spinning process can exhibit 1-1.6 GPa.30 
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Figure 2.31 TEM of Fe3O4 magnetic particles synthesized in situ within PVOH solution at pH 

12.01 (left); SEM of PVOH fibers containing 17.63%wt Fe ion nanoparticles synthesized 

through in situ method 33
 (equals to 23%wt Fe3O4 loading) (right). 

2.4.3.4 Dry-jet Wet Spinning PVOH Fibers 

In this study, dry-jet wet spinning is selected as the PVOH magnetic fiber formation 

method, mainly because it could generate single fibers with good mechanical performance. The 

process of dry-jet wet spinning PVOH fibers and its effects on fiber structure are illustrated in 

detail below, which includes polymer raw materials, solvent system, dissolving condition, 

spinning process, coagulation bath, and post-treatments.  

Raw Material 

PVOH polymers, the raw materials used in fiber spinning, are usually synthesized via 

poly(vinyl acetate) hydrolysis (Equation 2-12).72 PVOH polymers with high polymerization 

degree and high hydrolysis degree are preferred in fiber fabrication, as they can provide good 

mechanical properties for fibers. 

 [CH2CH(OAc)]n +C2H5OH→ [CH2CH(OH)]n + C2H5OAc 2-12 

The hydrolysis degree of PVOH polymers, which is the percentage of acetate sites 

converted into hydroxyl groups, has a large impact on final fiber properties. A high degree of 
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hydrolysis frees a lot of hydroxyl sites, which could form hydrogen bonds between polymer chains, 

allowing fibers to achieve high crystallinity, strong tensile strength, and good solvent resistance. 

Industrialized PVOH fibers are typically made at two hydrolysis level: partially hydrolyzed (87-

89%) and fully hydrolyzed (98%-99%). The tensile strength of PVOH fibers made in the partially 

hydrolyed level range from is 24-79 MPa, while PVOH fibers made in the fully hydrolyzed level 

range from 67-110 MPa. 

The molecular weight of raw PVOH polymers also plays an important role in final fiber 

product performance. A higher polymerization degree provides extensive opportunities for 

polymer cross-chain entanglements, and thus results in outstanding crystallinity and tensile 

properties upon drawing. The molecular weight of PVOH polymer (Mw) used in industry ranges 

between 26,300 Da and 30,000 Da. 

Spinning Dope 

Dissolving is the first step in fiber dry-jet wet spinning process. PVOH polymers exhibit 

good solvent resistance because of strong intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Thus, 

PVOH is only dissolvable in highly polar solvents, such as water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

acetamide, and glycol. Typically, in industry, PVOH is dissolved in water with a polymer 

concentration of 10-20 %wt in spinning dope. At laboratory scale, other solvent systems are also 

used such as DMSO and DMSO-Water.72 The highest tensile strength of PVOH fibers found in 

literature was 2.8 GPa with a Young’s Modulus of 64 GPa, which fiber was fabricated via dry-jet 

spinning from the solvent system of DMSO/water (80%vol : 20%vol).73 

The dissolving condition of PVOH polymers is determined by the hydrolysis degree and 

polymerization degree of polymer raw material. PVOH polymers with low hydrolysis of 70-80% 

can be dissolved in water at 10-40°C, while fully hydrolyzed PVOH polymer of 98-99% can only 
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be dissolved in water above 80°C. As seen in Figure 2.32, the larger the polymer molecular weight, 

the higher the dissolving temperature required. To prevent agglomeration, good agitation is 

necessary through the whole dissolving process.74  

 

Figure 2.32 Water solubility of PVOH polymers: A, 78-81% hydrolyzed, degree of 

polymerization (DP)= 2000-2100; B, 87-89% hydrolyzed, DP= 500-600; C, 98-99% 

hydrolyzed, DP= 500-600; D, 98-99% hydrolyzed, DP= 1700-1800. 

Another critical factor in the spinning solution is the polymer concentration. Fibers could 

possibly be formed via extrusion when the number of polymer entanglement is sufficient in 

solution. As shown in Figure 2.33, polymer chains start to interact with each other once the 

concentration reaches the polymer critical entanglement concentration (c*). The value of c* can 

be calculated according to the configuration of the polymer coil (radius of gyration, Rg). Once 

solution concentration exceeds c*, Rg decreases as the polymer concentration increases until the 

concentration reaches the concentration above which Rg is constant and independent from polymer 

concentrations. The entanglement of polymers in spinning solution can be characterized as the 

viscosity of the solution (Figure 2.34). The higher the polymer concentration is, the greater the 

viscosity is, and the more polymer entanglements there are among polymer chains.72 
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Figure 2.33 Interaction of polymer coils as polymer concentration increases from dilute 

solution (left) to melt (right) 58. 

 

 

Figure 2.34 Solution viscosity against polymer concentration for 87-89% hydrolyzed PVOH 

polymer in water system at 20°C, the degree of polymerization for each curve is: A, 2200; B, 

1500; C, 550; D, 220 72. 

The optimal polymer concentration for fiber spinning is achieved when the final fiber 

products exhibit the desired mechanical performance. A high concentration provides uniform and 

dense fiber microstructure, while low concentration allows fibers to be drawn to a higher 

crystallinity. As illustrated in Figure 2.35, the highest tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 
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PVOH fibers is achieved at concentration of 6%wt in the solvent system of DMSO/Water (80%vol 

: 20%vol)73, at which fibers displayed an optimum combination of  uniform fiber structure and 

high draw-ability.  

 

Figure 2.35 Tensile strength and Young’s modulus of PVOH fibers produced from solvent 

system of DMSO/H2O=80/20 vol% 73. 

Extrusion 

In industry, the production rate of PVOH fibers can vary from a hundred meters to thousand 

meters per minute, and a typical spinneret head has 10000-80000 holes with diameter of 50-150 

µm. The diameter of spinneret hole affects the structure of final fibers. Specifically, fibers 

generated from large spinneret holes has large diameters, and it is more difficult for solvent in fiber 

core-section to diffuse out during the coagulation step, which could lead to phase separation 

problem between fiber skin and core and high porosity. Fibers spun from spinneret heads with 

small holes usually has a more solid and void-less structure with better mechanical performance. 

However, small spinneret holes require high extrusion pressure from the equipment, which may 

increase the overall cost of the fiber production.  

Coagulation  
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Coagulation is one of the essential steps in fiber formation, as it has the highest impact on 

final fiber structure including fiber shape, porosity, crystallinity, thermal properties, and 

mechanical strength. Methanol has been found to be a good coagulant for PVOH in dry-jet wet 

spinning to achieve high fiber performance. 

One of the key factors in this step is the coagulation bath temperature, which directly affects 

the solvent diffusion rate and fiber crystallization. The SEM images of PAN fibers from different 

coagulation temperature (5°C and 60°C) is illustrated here as an example (Figure 2.36).75 When 

the bath temperature is too high, coagulating occurs so violently that the fiber skin forms much 

faster than the core section, which leads to an undesirable fiber with a kidney-shaped cross section 

that has poor mechanical strength. When the coagulation temperature is too low, fibers cannot be 

fully solidified through the coagulation bath, which results in a fragile porous structure. The 

optimal coagulation temperature is achieved when the fiber skin and core solidify at a similar 

speed, and the final fiber cross-section is a void-free circular shape.  

 

Figure 2.36 Cross-section SEM images of wet spun PAN fiber at different coagulation bath 

temperature: (Left) at 5°C, (Right) at 60°C 75. 

Another important parameter in coagulation process is the residence time of fibers, which 

refers to the time fiber is held in the coagulation bath before wind-up. The residence time is 

determined by extrusion speed and coagulation bath length, which has a great influence on nascent 
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fiber structure. With a fixed coagulation bath length, if the extrusion speed is too fast, there may 

not be sufficient time for fibers to solidify completely during coagulation. Conversely, if the 

extrusion speed is too low, the production rate may be reduced unnecessarily. Therefore, a proper 

extrusion speed must be determined for the optimal fiber structure with the currently available 

coagulation setup. 

Post-treatments 

After coagulation, as-spun PVOH fibers still lack adequate fiber properties because most 

polymer regions are still in amorphous state. Post-drawing is an effective way to increase fiber 

crystallinity, and thus improve fiber mechanical strength, chemical resistance, and thermal 

stability.  

One-stage or multi-stage drawing is applied at a high temperature slightly below the fiber 

melting point. The thermal energy provided by high temperature allows polymer chains to 

reorganize into a more crystalized structure with drawing force. During drawing, amorphous 

polymer regions are converted into extended chain crystal (ECC) regions, and/or small pieces of 

crystal regions are combined into larger crystallization zones. For example, the tenacity of pure 

PVOH was improved from 11 cN/tex for as-spun fibers (Figure 2.37) to 41 cN/tex with a multi-

stage drawings (total draw ratio: 7.6).69 In this study, multi-stage drawing is employed to pursue 

good fiber mechanical performance. 
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Figure 2.37 Stress-strain curves of wet spinning/multistep drawing of PVOH fibers with draw 

ratios of as-spun (A), 2.3 (B), 3.4 (C), 5.1 (D), 7.6 (E) 69. 

2.4.3.5 Characterization  

Morphology  

The cross-section morphology of PVOH fibers can be observed via optical microscope, 

confocal microscope, and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). A circular cross-section shape 

indicates a uniform skin-core formation in coagulation process, while kidney and other shapes may 

tell different stories about the fiber spinning process. 

The MNPs distribution in PVOH fibers can be observed with microscopy as well as with 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). For TEM analysis, fiber samples need to be cut very 

thin so that electron beam can pass through.  

Crystal Structure 

Crystal structure is one of the basic and essential properties of PVOH fibers, as it provides 

structural information that helps to understand fiber performance related to mechanical strength, 

thermal stability, and solvent resistance.  

WAXD is usually utilized to study fiber crystal structure, including crystallinity, crystal 

size, and polymer orientation factor. One example of PVOH fiber crystal pattern is shown in Figure 
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2.38, in which two wide peaks represent amorphous regions (A) and narrow peaks refer to 

crystallized regions. The strongest diffraction pattern peak of PVOH fibers is located at 2θ angle 

of 18.0 -21.0°, which corresponds to PVOH 101 crystal phase.32 It was also found that the index 

of polymer orientation along the fiber axis can be increased slightly by drawing (Figure 2.38). In 

one study 69, the index of polymer orientation increased from 0.46 to 0.55 with a draw ratio of 2, 

and interestingly, the alignment improvement was more apparent when nanoparticles are 

embedded.  

 
 

Figure 2.38 XRD pattern of PVOH fiber: 1D Diffraction pattern (left) and 2D diffraction 

pattern (right) 69. 

Generally, fiber structures consist of many semi-crystalline regions, which are known as 

folded-chain crystal (FCC) sections. In some fibers, there are extended chain crystalline (ECC) 

regions in the structure which offers higher mechanical strength. PVOH crystal structure has been 

simulated with two different models: the Bunn and Peiser Model, and the Sakurada Model. In the 

Bunn Model (Figure 2.39), the lattice parameters of monoclinic PVOH units are a= 7.79 Å, b=5.49 

Å, c=2.54 Å, and β=91.7 °, in which b refers to the direction along fiber axis.76 
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Figure 2.39 Crystal cell model of PVOH polymer with Bunn Model 76. 

Thermal Performance 

TGA is employed to study the thermostability of PVOH fibers by recording the weight loss 

in a controlled heating/cooling process. A sample TGA curve of PVOH fibers in nitrogen 

environment is displayed in Figure 2.40,77 in which the x axis represented the temperature increase, 

and the y axis referred to remaining weight percentage. The thermal decomposition of PVOH 

occurred generally in three stages67, 77: 1st stage at 25- 200°C when the sample weight loss was 

mainly due to moisture evaporation and solvent volatilization; 2nd stage at 200-300°C when the 

inter-molecular bonding breaks down, and long polymer chains degrade into shorter ones; 3rd stage 

at 300-538°C when the PVOH polymer chains further break down and dehydrated into volatile 

products. The most common decomposition residue of PVOH after TGA process are vinyl alcohol 

and vinyl acetate copolymers. 
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Figure 2.40 TGA graph of PVOH fibers with different ratios of crude lipase 77. 

Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties of fibers are determined by many factors, including the polymer 

raw materials, spinning system, coagulation condition, and post-treatments. Mechanical properties 

can be analyzed with a single fiber stress-strain test, and a sample tensile curve is shown in Figure 

2.37. Generally, fibers with high crystallinity and few defects exhibit good mechanical 

performance. Industrial PVOH fibers produced via wet spinning process have been shown to have 

tensile strengths between 1-1.6 GPa and a tensile module of 10 GPa. PVOH fibers that are 

produced via dry-jet wet spinning can reach an even higher tensile strength of 3-6 GPa with tensile 

modulus of 50- 600 GPa.30 

Magnetic Performance 

Pure PVOH fibers fall into the category of diamagnetic materials, which are usually 

considered as “non-magnetic” material. The diamagnetic effect of PVOH fibers is unobservable 
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in the external magnetic field, and this magnetic response is much smaller than a paramagnetic or 

ferromagnetic response.  

 This Study 

The goal of this research is to produce single magnetic fibers with high MNPs loadings via 

an industrialized fiber production method. Electro-spinning is the most popular method to fabricate 

magnetic fibers at laboratory scale, but it is difficult to produce continuous single fibers via this 

process. Likewise, the MNPs loadings in electro-spun magnetic fibers are usually low, in order to 

avoid MNPs accumulation on spinneret tip caused by electro-field in fiber spinning step. 

Furthermore, electro-spinning process faces further challenges including low production rate and 

higher cost as compared to other fiber production methods at industrial scale.  

Therefore, dry-jet wet spinning is explored as the spinning method in this study to achieve 

the research goal. Dry-jet wet spinning can produce fibers with outstanding mechanical 

performance. Likewise, it is also possible to achieve higher MNPs loadings with dry-jet wet 

spinning process, as there is no electro-field involved in the process and the issue of MNPs 

accumulation from electro-field at high MNPs loading is negated. Dry-jet wet spinning has also 

been well-developed at industrial scale with a relatively low production cost, which makes it more 

feasible produce at scale. The research is divided into three sections. 

2.5.1 Optimum Spinning Dope for Dry-jet Wet Spinning Magnetic PVOH Fibers 

In section 4.1, in order to obtain optimum spinning dope for PVOH-Fe3O4 magnetic fibers, 

multiple spinning solution systems were prepared with polymers of different molecular weights 

and various solvents. PVOH fibers with 0%wt and 10%wt superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs were 

fabricated and evaluated for fiber performance, including fiber morphology, crystal structure, 
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thermal properties, mechanical performance, and magnetic performance. The optimum system was 

selected and utilized in the following sections.  

2.5.2 Effects of MNPs Concentration on Magnetic Fiber Performance 

In section 4.2, PVOH fibers were produced with the optimum condition determined from 

section 4.1, with a wide range of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs loading ratios (MNPs 0, 10, 20, 

40, and 60%wt, against PVOH polymer weight). The highest MNPs loading achieved for 

successful fiber production was 60%wt. The effects of MNPs loadings on fiber properties were 

analyzed for fiber morphology, crystal structure, thermal properties, mechanical performance, and 

magnetic performance.  

2.5.3 Effects of MNPs Species on Fiber Performance at High MNPs Loadings 

In section 4.3, magnetic fibers were fabricated with two species of MNPs at 60%wt high 

loading ratio: superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs with diameter of 20nm, and ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 

MNPs with diameter of 80nm. The magnetic fiber products were compared to understand the 

effects of MNPs size and magnetism performance on fiber properties, including fiber morphology, 

crystal structure, thermal properties, mechanical performance, and magnetic performance. 
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 EXPERIMENTS 

 Materials 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) polymers (PVOH) with two degrees of polymerization were used in 

this study: 1) high molecular weight PVOH (HM), Mw= 146 000-186 000, Xn= 3 320-4 230, 

99+% hydrolyzed, crystal form, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; 2) low molecular weight PVOH 

(LM), Mw= 89 000-98 000, Xn= 2000-2200, 99+% hydrolyzed, fine powder form, purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. 

Two types of magnetic nanoparticles were utilized: 1) superparamagnetic Fe3O4 iron oxide 

black spherical nanopowder with diameter of 20-30 nm (>98%), purchased from SkySpring 

Nanomaterials Inc; 2) ferromagnetic Fe3O4 iron oxide black spherical nanopowder with diameter 

of 80nm (>99.5%), purchased from Nanoshel Company. 

The organic solvent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, with 

purity of >99.5%, while methanol was purchased from BDH Chemicals. 

All materials were used as received without further treatments. 

 Procedure 

3.2.1 Preparation of Spinning Dope 

The spinning dopes of pure PVOH fibers are listed in Table 3.1. The spinning dope of low 

molecular weight PVOH polymers with water solvent (LM-H2O) was prepared in three steps: 1) 

make 5 g/dl polymer solution by dissolving PVOH powders in DI water while stirring at 85- 90°C 

for 0.5h; 2) increase PVOH concentration to 20 g/dl by gradually adding PVOH powder into the 

solution in step 1 while stirring at 85-90°C; and 3) mix the solution well by stirring for another 2 

hours. The spinning dope of LM-DMSO with DMSO solvent was prepared with the same 
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procedure as the LM-H2O solution, except the solvent system was changed from water to DMSO. 

The last spinning dope of HM-DMSO was prepared following the same steps as described above, 

but with DMSO solvent and a final PVOH concentration of 10 g/dl. Good agitation was maintained 

throughout the entire process to prevent clumping.   

Table 3.1 Spinning dopes of pure polymer fibers. 

Spinning dope Polymer Solvent Concentration (g/dl) 

LM-H2O LM PVOH DI water 20 

LM-DMSO LM PVOH DMSO 20 

HM-DMSO HM PVOH DMSO 10 

For magnetic fibers, PVOH spinning dopes were prepared with LM/ HM PVOH polymers 

in water or DMSO solvent at various loadings of 20nm superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs. Another 

species of MNPs, 80nm ferromagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs, was also integrated in magnetic fibers at the 

MNPs concentration of 60%wt. The spinning dopes of magnetic fibers were summarized in Table 

3.2. 

The preparation of magnetic fiber spinning dopes with DMSO solvent is listed as below. 

First, multiple samples of 200mg MNPs were dispersed in 300ml DMSO, and the samples were 

placed in a sonication bath overnight to obtain a homogenous phase. Separately, PVOH solution 

in DMSO was prepared at the concentration of 0.33-1.8 g/dl based on the needs of MNPs loading 

ratio in final fiber system. Then, two solutions, MNP-DMSO solution and PVOH-DMSO solution, 

were mixed together based on desired MNPs ratio and sonicated at 80°C for 4 hours. Finally, this 

blended solution was concentrated with rotatory evaporator to extract excessive DMSO solvent 

until the solution reached spinnable viscosity range. The solution viscosity of final spinning dopes 

was controlled between 5000 and 6000 cP at temperature of 60°C, which viscosity range was 
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verified in experiment trials with the capability to produce magnetic fibers with adequate 

mechanical strength via current dry-jet wet spinning setup. The viscosity was measured with 

Brookfield Ametek Lvdve115 viscometer equipped with spindle S63 at 50 rpm, and the readings 

were taken at 15s after the test started.  

For magnetic fiber spinning dopes with DI water (LM-H2O-10%MNPs), the preparation 

procedure was the same as that with DMSO solvent, except that the PVOH polymers and MNPs 

were dispersed in DI water.  

Table 3.2 Spinning dopes of magnetic fibers. 

Spinning dope Polymer Solvent Fe3O4 MNPs size (nm) MNPs 

loading * 

(%wt)  

LM-H2O-10%MNPs Low HM  Water 20-30 10 

LM-10%MNPs Low HM DMSO 20-30 10 

HM-10%MNPs High HM  DMSO 20-30 10 

HM-20%MNPs High HM  DMSO 20-30 20 

HM-40%MNPs High HM  DMSO 20-30 40 

HM-60%MNPs High HM DMSO 20-30 60 

HM-60%MNPs-80nm High HM  DMSO 80 60 

*Fe3O4 MNPs loading ratio by weight in fiber (%wt) = 
𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑀𝑁𝑃𝑠 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 +𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
× 100% 

3.2.2 Fiber Spinning Process 

In fiber spinning process, the prepared spinning dope from Section 3.2.1 was poured into 

a stainless-steel spinneret syringe, which was wrapped with a heating jacket to maintain the 

solution temperature at ~60°C. A sketch of the fiber spinning and solidification process was shown 

in Figure 3.1. As the spinning pump started, the solution was forced through a mass filter (200µm 

in pore size) at a constant rate, and then extruded through an #18-gauge syringe needle with round 
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cross-section (1mm inner diameter). This nascent fiber travelled through an air gap of 3-5 mm, 

and then immersed into the liquid coagulation bath of pure methanol at -30 ~ -25°C. The 

coagulation bath temperature was maintained with dry ice. The as-spun fiber travelled through the 

entire coagulation bath (1.5m in length) at the speed of 8 m/min, and finally wound onto a collector 

with draw ratio of one. The residence time of nascent fibers in the coagulation bath was ~11s, 

which was adequate to form desired fiber shape with current setup. The wound-up fibers were kept 

on the collectors, which were immersed in methanol bath at -20°C for 24 h until fiber fully 

solidified.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic graphs of fiber dry-jet wet spinning (left) and solidification process 

(right) in experiments. 

3.2.3 Fiber Post Treatment 

After fully coagulated in methanol, as-spun fibers were post-processed with multi-stage 

drawing. Each stage of drawing was completed on a three-roller setup as shown in Figure 3.2. In 

each drawing, fibers were pulled from the feed-roller to a heat-roller at the same speed, then heated 

upon the contact with the heat-roller, and finally being collected on the pickup-roller which rotated 

at a higher speed upon pre-set draw ratio. The heat temperature and draw ratio of each drawing 

stage were summarized in Table 3.3. The drawing force was always applied along fiber axis, and 
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the contact time of fibers with the heated roller was no more than 0.5s to avoid over-heating. Total 

nominal DR was the product of the three stage DRs. 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic demonstration of drawing setup for each drawing stage. 

Table 3.3 Parameters for fiber post-drawing process. 

 

Temperature of heat roller (°C) Draw ratio 

1st drawing stage 80 1.5 

2nd drawing stage 90 2 

3rd drawing stage 100 1.5 

 Characterization  

3.3.1 Fiber Morphology  

The morphology of fiber surface and cross-sections was characterized with Nikon H550S 

Optical Microscope and LEXT OLS4000 3D Laser Confocal Measuring Microscope.  

For cross-section images, PVOH fibers were wrapped in the filling fiber of trilobal nylon, 

and the bundle of mixed fibers were immobilized in erasers and cut into flat and thin slices for 

observation. Fiber diameters were calculated as the equivalent cylindrical diameter of at least 15 

specimens from the cross-section optical images with ImageJ Graphic Software. The distribution 

of MNPs clusters was observed with confocal microscope. 
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3.3.2 Crystal Structure  

Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXD) was utilized to study the crystal structure of fibers. 

Two types of WAXD characterization were conducted, one-dimensional scanning and azimuthal 

scanning. Fiber samples were prepared by aligning a bundle of 15 parallel fibers on the sample 

holder as shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 WAXD samples of pure polymer fibers (left) and PVOH-10%MNPs magnetic 

fibers (right). 

In one-dimensional scanning, fiber samples were placed along the direction of beam source 

to detector on the instrument of PANalytical Empyrean Diffractometer which was equipped with 

PIXcel1D detector and PIXCEL Monochromator filter. The radiation source was Cu-Kα with a 

wavelength (λ) of 1.54184 Å and beam power of 30 kV at 30 mA. The goniometer radius was 240 

mm. Scanning was performed from 5° to 65° for 2θ angle with the increment of 0.026 °/s, and one 

data point was recorded per second.  

The azimuthal scanning WAXD was performed on Bruker AXS General Area Detector 

Diffraction System (GADDS) equipped with HI-STAR two-dimensional area detector. The 

radiation source was Cu-Kα with wavelength of 1.54184 Å at the beam power of 45 kV and 40 

mA. The collimator diameter of the beam spot on the sample was 800μm. The incident ω angle 
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was 5°, and the scans were recorded until 40°. The distance between sample holder and the detector 

was 6 cm. 

To analyze one-dimensional WAXD patterns, MDI Jade 5.0 Software was applied to 

identify peaks and to provide more information. The baseline was subtracted with default MDI 

Jade software before the peak identification step. Detailed calculation of crystallinity and crystal 

structure was included in result sections. The reference pattern used for pure PVOH polymer 

crystal was PDF # 00-064-1489 from ICDD PDF database.  

3.3.3 Thermal Performance 

The thermostability of PVOH fibers were studied via thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

with Perkin Elmer Pyris Model-1 instrument. Fiber samples of 0.2- 0.6g were heated in a platinum 

pan from 25°C to 950°C in nitrogen environment with the heating rate of 10°C/min. Sample weight 

loss was recorded as temperature increased during the degradation process. After TGA process, 

air was purged in to burn up the residues at 950°C. 

3.3.4 Mechanical Properties 

Single fiber tensile strength measurements were conducted with Q-test machine from Elite 

Controller- MTS according to ASTM D3379 Standard with the load cell of 5 lbs. The linear density 

of each fiber was determined by weighing 300cm length of fiber. Fiber specimens for tensile test 

were prepared at the length of 2.54 cm, and they were preconditioned at the standard environment 

of 25°C and relative humidity of 65% overnight before testing. The tensile strength and break 

elongation were calculated as the result of at least 5 specimens in each fiber system. Secant 

modulus at both 2% and 5% elongation were calculated, and the results were found with the same 

values for the same fiber sample, therefore the author assumed the secant modulus was the same 
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as Young’s modulus and would be used throughout the remainder of this dissertation unless 

otherwise stated. 

3.3.5 Magnetic Performance 

The magnetic performance of fibers and pure magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were 

obtained with MPMS® SQUID (superconducting quantum interference devices) VSM DC 

Magnetometer, Quantum Design Company. A 6mm long bundle of each fiber sample was aligned 

and immobilized on a quartz holder. The tests were conducted in the magnetic field of -3T~ +3T 

in high vacuum environment at room temperature. The magnetic hysteresis loops of magnetism 

intensity versus external magnetic field were recorded for magnetic performance analysis. 
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 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Optimum System for Dry-jet Wet Spinning Magnetic PVOH Fibers  

The goal of this section is to determine the optimum PVOH polymer system for spinning 

magnetic fibers to achieve good fiber properties. The tested spinning systems (Table 4.1) included 

two molecular weight PVOH polymers and two solvent systems (DMSO and water). Since the 

presence of MNPs would affect fiber properties, fibers were spun at both 0%wt and 10%wt 

superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs loadings. Details about fiber spinning were presented in Section 

3.2.2. Various fiber properties were tested to evaluate fiber performance, including fiber 

morphology (Section 4.1.1), crystal structure (Section 4.1.2), thermal properties (Section 4.1.3), 

mechanical performance (Section 4.1.4), and magnetic behavior (Section 4.1.5).  

Table 4.1 Fiber systems for the study of optimal spinning system. 

Fiber system Polymer 

molecular weight 

Solvent Polymer 

concentration 

(g/dl) 

Initial MNPs 

loading  

(%wt) 

LM-H2O 89 000-98 000 DI water 20 0 

LM-H2O-10%MNPs 89 000-98 000 DI water 20 10 

LM-DMSO 89 000-98 000 DMSO 20 0 

LM-DMSO-10%MNPs 89 000-98 000 DMSO 20 10 

HM- DMSO 146 000-186 000 DMSO 10 0 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs 146 000-186 000 DMSO 10 10 

4.1.1 Fiber Morphology 

The solvent systems of water and DMSO were utilized to prepare spinning dopes, with the 

former being a strong polar solvent and the latter as a strong non-polar solvent. With water solvent, 

pure PVOH fibers were successfully produced via the dry-jet wet spinning process (Figure 4.1a). 
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However, magnetic fibers were not produced from the magnetic spinning dope with water system, 

instead, magnetic beads were formed (Figure 4.1b). The formation of beads was believed to be 

due to the Rayleigh-Tayler instability of the polymer solution at the spinning tip, when polymer 

jet tended to minimize the surface tension by reformation into spherical droplets.78 

  

Figure 4.1 Products from LM-H2O spinning dope as fibers(left), products from LM-H2O-

10%MNPs spinning dope as beads (right). 

On the other hand, DMSO solvent was able to successfully produce continuous fiber 

products with and without MNPs, as well as with both molecular weight PVOH polymers (LM-

DMSO, HM-DMSO, LM-DMSO-10%MNPs, HM-DMSO-10%MNPs). As seen in  Figure 4.2, all 

fibers produced with DMSO solvent were uniform, smooth, and bead-free, regardless of polymer 

molecular weight and MNPs loadings. The cross-sections of fibers spun from DMSO solvent were 

circular to oval shapes (Figure 4.3), which suggested the coagulation process was efficient as the 

solidification of fiber skin and core occurred at the same time scale. Therefore, DMSO was 

selected as the solvent system for magnetic fiber research for continuous studies.  
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Figure 4.2 Optical images of pure and magnetic PVOH fibers (10%wt MNPs loading) 

produced with DMSO solvent: a) LM-DMSO, b) HM-DMSO, c) LM-DMSO-10%MNPs, d) 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs. 

 

d) 

b)  a) 

 c) 
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Figure 4.3 Cross-section optical images of pure and magnetic PVOH fibers (10%wt MNPs 

loading) produced with DMSO solvent: a) LM-DMSO, b) HM-DMSO, c) LM-DMSO-

10%MNPs, d) HM-DMSO-10%MNPs. 

Fiber diameters were calculated from the cross-section images in the range of 54- 163 μm 

(Table 4.2). It was noticed that fibers produced from HM PVOH polymers had slightly smaller 

diameters compared to the ones from LM PVOH polymers, which was valid for both pure and 

magnetic fibers. Since all fibers were extruded at the same volume rate from the same spinneret 

b) 

d) 

a) 

c) 
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head, this indicated more swelling effect exhibited for HM polymers spinning dope with larger 

nascent fiber diameters.58 

Table 4.2 Diameters of pure polymer fibers and magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs. 

Fiber system Post-drawn fiber diameter (μm) * 

LM-DMSO 124 

HM-DMSO 54 

LM-DMSO-10%MNPs 163 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs 105 

*The draw ratio for all fibers was 4.5. 

The MNPs distribution in fibers was observed via confocal microscopy (Figure 4.4). The 

bright dots in the cross-section were Fe3O4 MNPs clusters, which were commonly seen in magnetic 

fibers. This MNPs agglomeration was the result of MNPs dipole-dipole attraction as well as MNPs 

repelling effect from polymers.26 Since the bright dots were spread-out on the cross-section, MNPs 

clusters was distributed all over the fiber structure. It was also seen that the cross-section of fibers 

was quite dense without many voids, which offered the possibility for good fiber mechanical 

properties.  
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Figure 4.4 Cross-section confocal images of magnetic PVOH fibers (10%wt MNPs loading) 

with different polymer raw materials: (left) LM-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers, (right) HM-DMSO-

10%MNPs fibers. 

In summary, the water solvent system was eliminated from this study as it was not able to 

produce magnetic fibers, and DMSO was chosen as the solvent system for subsequent magnetic 

fiber studies. With DMSO solvent, PVOH polymers of both molecular weights were able to 

produce pure and magnetic fibers with a robust fiber structure and uniform MNPs distribution.  

4.1.2 Crystal Structure  

Crystal structure provides insights about fiber on micro-level, and it can help to understand 

fiber behaviors such as mechanical properties and thermal performance. Both 1D WAXD scanning 

and Azimuthal WAXD scanning were conducted on pure and magnetic PVOH fibers. 

The crystal patterns of pure PVOH fibers (LM-DMSO, HM-DMSO, reference PVOH 

fibers) are presented in Figure 4.5, in which x axis represented 2θ angle and y axis was the relative 

intensity of the scattering. The diffraction peaks for PVOH crystal planar 101 and 200 were shown 

on both LM and HM fiber patterns, but HM-DMSO fibers had more distinguished and sharp crystal 
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peaks than LM-DMSO fibers. It was also found that the HM-DMSO fibers pattern aligned with 

the reference PVOH pattern (PDF #00-064-1489) much better, with more crystal peaks identified 

and matched (Table 4.3).  

The WAXD patterns of magnetic fibers were shown in Figure 4.6, in which HM-DMSO-

10%MNPs had more distinguished polymer crystal peaks than LM-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers, 

indicating a higher crystallinity. 

Table 4.3 WAXD peaks position (2θ) of pure PVOH fibers. 

Crystal phase LM-DMSO 

(°) 

HM-DMSO 

(°) 

Reference Pure PVOH 

PDF #00-064-1489 (°) 

100 11.72 11.37 11.38 

001 - 15.96 16.11 

-101 - 19.37 19.42 

101 19.83 19.99 20.11 

200 22.83 22.87 22.88 

201 27.58 28.34 28.60 

002 30.11 32.42 32.54 

Crystallinity of fibers was estimated with Hermans-Weidinger method as shown Equation 

4-1. The crystal peaks utilized in calculation were between 2θ angle of 15°- 25°, which included 

the crystal phases of 001, -101, 101, 200, and amorphous peaks as marked in Figure 4.5. Upon the 

crystallinity estimation, fibers produced with HM polymer achieved higher crystallinity than the 

ones spun from LM polymers, which was true for both pure and magnetic fiber products (Table 

4.4). 
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Figure 4.5 WAXD graphs of pure PVOH fibers made from low molecular weight polymer 

(top) and high molecular weight polymer (middle); reference PVOH pattern PDF #00-064-

1489 (bottom). 
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Figure 4.6 WAXD graphs of magnetic PVOH fibers made from low molecular weight 

polymers LM-DMSO-10%MNPs (top) and high molecular weight polymer HM-DMSO-

10%MNPs (bottom). 

  
 

Est. Crystallinity % = 1 −  
Area of amorphous peaks 

Area of amorphous peaks + Area of crystal peaks
 

4-1 

Where the peaks were in the 2θ angle range of 15°- 25°. 

LM-DMSO-10%MNPs 

     HM-DMSO-10%MNPs    
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Table 4.4 Crystallinity of pure polymer fibers and magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs. 

Fiber System Estimated crystallinity 

LM-DMSO 42% 

HM-DMSO 83% 

LM-DMSO-10%MNPs  41% 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs 66% 

In Azimuthal WAXD scanning patterns (Figure 4.7), rings implied the existence of crystal 

structure, and bright dots represented preferred polymer orientation. For pure PVOH fibers, HM-

DMSO fibers had a narrower ring than LM-DMSO fibers indicating higher crystallinity. The 

preferred polymer orientation could not be compared visually from the images. For magnetic 

fibers, it was hard to identify the difference between HM-DMSO-10%MNPs and LM-DMSO-

10%MNPs fibers patterns. 

As a brief summary, pure polymer fibers and magnetic fibers made from HM PVOH 

exhibited higher crystallinity than the ones made from LM PVOH polymers, and the 1D WAXD 

crystal pattern of fibers made from HM polymer showed more polymer crystal peaks than the ones 

made from LM polymers.  
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Figure 4.7 Azimuthal WAXD scanning graphs of pure polymer fibers and magnetic fibers 

with 10%wt MNPs: a) LM-DMSO fibers, b) HM-DMSO fibers, c) LM-DMSO-10%MNPs, d) 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs. 

4.1.3 Thermal Performance 

The thermal properties were studied via TGA analysis for fibers produced with both 

molecular weight polymers, as well as fibers with and without MNPs.  

For pure PVOH fibers, the degradation curves (Figure 4.8) were alike despite of polymer 

weights, except that LM PVOH fibers entered the main weight loss stage slightly earlier. Both 

pure PVOH fibers ended up with a final weight of zero at the end of the decomposition process.  

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 4.8 TGA graphs of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers with 10%wt 

MNPs made from low and high molecular weight polymers: a) HM-0%MNPs, b) LM-

0%MNPs, c) LM-10%MNPs, d) HM-10%MNPs. 

For magnetic fibers, TGA decomposition curves were similar regardless of raw polymer 

weight. Since there was no residue for PVOH polymer after decomposition, all residues were 

considered coming from MNPs. Under the assumption that all Fe3O4 was turned into Fe3C by the 

end of TGA process, actual MNPs loadings in each fiber system could be estimated upon TGA 

residue weight with Equation 4-2, and it was found HM-10%MNPs fiber had a higher MNPs 

loading of 17.7%wt than LM-10%MNPs ones of 11.5%wt (Table 4.5). 

 
MNPs %wt in Fiber = 𝑚𝑇𝐺𝐴 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑒 ×

𝑀𝐹𝑒3𝑂4

𝑀𝐹𝑒3𝐶
× 100% 4-2 
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𝑚𝑇𝐺𝐴 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑒: residue weight of magnetic fibers after TGA decomposition 

𝑀𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 : molecular weight of Fe3O4, 231.533 

𝑀𝐹𝑒3𝐶: molecular weight of Fe3C, 179.5457 

Table 4.5 TGA results and MNPs ratio estimation of magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs.  

Fiber system Remaining weight after TGA 

(%wt) 

Calculated MNPs loading 

(%wt) 

LM-DMSO 0.0  -- 

HM-DMSO 0.0 -- 

LM-DMSO-10%MNPs  8.9 11.5 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs 13.7 17.7 

The decomposition curves of pure PVOH fibers were very different from their 

corresponding magnetic fibers as seen in Figure 4.8. For HM polymer, pure PVOH fibers and HM-

DMSO-10%MNPs magnetic fiber (Figure 4.8a and d) had a similar weight loss up to 200°C, which 

was attributed mostly to moisture and solvent volatilization.67 In the temperature range of 200°C - 

300°C, magnetic fiber experienced additional 19% weight loss compared to pure PVOH fibers, 

which was contributed by MNPs decomposition as well as extra polymer degradation. In other 

words, the involvement of MNPs had caused more polymer phase to degrade at a lower 

temperature. Since the crystallinity of PVOH was lower for magnetic fibers than pure polymer 

fibers, there were more amorphous regions in magnetic fiber which had lower degradation 

temperature, and thus aligned with the extra degradation observed here. Between 300°C and 

538°C, PVOH polymers in both pure and magnetic fibers experienced major weight loss from 

hydrocarbon polymer chains breakdown, and the polymer weight was mostly gone.77 Magnetic 

fibers also had iron oxide decomposition in this temperature range. Above 538°C, the small 
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amount of remaining PVOH polymers slowly decomposed until completely gone, and Fe3O4 was 

completely carbonized to Fe3C composite.32  

In summary, pure PVOH fibers with high and low molecular weights presented similar 

decomposition curves with final residue weights of zero, and the TGA curves of magnetic fibers 

were alike for two polymer weight systems. It appeared the high molecular weight PVOH polymer 

was able to embed more MNPs in the fiber system, and the incorporation of MNPs in fibers led to 

more weight loss in low temperature range compared to pure polymer fibers.  

4.1.4 Mechanical Properties 

Mechanical performance is one of the most important properties for fiber products, as it 

directly determines fiber application. Tensile tests were conducted on fibers after drawing, and 

tensile properties are were summarized in Table 4.6, including breaking strength, elongation length 

at break, and Young’s modulus. 

The tensile strength is reported in the range of 1-1.6 GPa for commercialized pure PVOH 

fibers, and the tensile strength of laboratory produced PVOH fibers can vary from 10 MPa up to 6 

GPa.56 Magnetic fibers fabricated in this section exhibited tensile strength of 91 MPa and 114 MPa 

after they were drawn. As shown in Table 4.6, the magnetic fibers produced from HW polymers 

(HM-10%MNPs) illustrated higher tensile strength and lower elongation at break, compared to 

those produced from LM-10%MNPs system. This could the outcome of higher crystallinity for 

HM-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers, and another possibility was that HM magnetic fibers was less 

susceptible to defects because of the more entanglements per polymer in the system. 

Young’s modulus was calculated as listed in Table 4.6. HM-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers 

exhibited much higher Young’s modulus (39.4 MPa) than LM-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers (24.0 

MPa). This was likely because of higher crystallinity in the HM-10%MNPs fibers.79 
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Table 4.6 Tensile results of magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs. 

Fiber system Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation at break 

(%) 

Young’s modulus 

(MPa) 

LM-DMSO-

10%MNPs 

91.0 ± 9.2 73.9 ± 33.6 24.0 ± 2.9 

HM-DMSO-

10%MNPs 

113.9 ± 18.0 20.3 ± 3.7 39.4 ± 3.7 

As a summary, compared to magnetic fibers made from LM polymers, magnetic PVOH 

fibers produced with HM polymers showed better mechanical performance. 

4.1.5 Magnetic Performance 

To explore the effects of polymer molecular weight on fiber magnetic performance, 

SQUID magnetometer was utilized for fibers with both molecular weights and with/without MNPs. 

The magnetic hysteresis loops were recorded as shown in Figure 4.9.  

  

Figure 4.9 SQUID graphs of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers with 10%wt 

MNPs made from low and high molecular weight polymers: a) pure LM-DMSO fibers, b) pure 

HM-DMSO fibers, c) LW-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers, and d) HW-DMSO-10%MNPs fibers. 
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Pure PVOH fibers showed typical paramagnetic magnetic behaviors in external magnetic 

field as expected (Figure 4.9a). Magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs displayed typical hysteresis 

loops of superparamagnetic material, which was consistent with the 20nm Fe3O4 MNPs embedded. 

The saturation magnetization value (Ms) was similar for both magnetic fibers around 3.5 emu/g, 

while that of bare Fe3O4 MNPs was 47.9 emu/g. With the assumption that superparamagnetic 

response of magnetic fiber was proportional to MNPs loadings, the MNPs in both magnetic fiber 

systems were estimated around 7.5%wt, which were smaller than the values calculated from TGA 

results. The value difference between two calculation methods could be due to the random 

distribution of defects in fibers, and since both tests only took a small amount of sample, errors 

might happen depending on which part of the fiber was sampled. 

Table 4.7 Magnetism results of magnetic fibers with 10%wt MNPs. 

Sample Saturated Value, 

MS, (emu/g) 

MNPs loading estimated 

from SQUID  

(%wt) 

MNPs loading 

estimated from TGA 

(%wt) 

LM-DMSO-

10%MNPs 

3.5 7.3 11.5 

HM-DMSO-

10%MNPs 

3.6 7.5 17.7 

Fe3O4 MNPs 47.9 -- -- 

In summary, magnetic fibers exhibited the same superparamagnetic behavior as the MNPs 

embedded regardless of polymer molecular weights. The MNPs loadings calculated from magnetic 

performance were comparable for both magnetic fibers, and both were smaller than the estimation 

from TGA results. The estimated MNPs loading from SQUID and TGA results were both within 

reasonable range compared to the MNPs concentration added to the initial spinning dope.  
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4.1.6 Summary 

In section 4.1, water solvent system was discovered to be not capable of generating 

magnetic fibers with current dry-jet wet spinning setup and was eliminated. The solvent system of 

DMSO was found with the capability to produce both pure PVOH fibers and magnetic fibers at 

10%wt MNPs successfully. All fibers made from DMSO systems appeared with smooth surface 

and consistent diameters without spindle-shape unevenness. All DMSO-solvent based fibers were 

able to be drawn through multiple stages for better mechanical performance. The distribution of 

MNPs clusters in DMSO-based magnetic fibers was quite uniform in fiber structure. With all these 

results, DMSO solvent was chosen for magnetic fiber research for further magnetic fiber studies. 

With DMSO solvent system, fibers were made with both high molecular weight (HM) and 

low molecular weight (LM) PVOH polymers at 0% and 10%wt MNPs loadings. Pure HM and LM 

PVOH fibers showed similar thermal decomposition curves, and so did HM and LM magnetic 

fibers. Both magnetic fibers demonstrated similar MNPs loadings and comparable magnetism 

behaviors despite of polymer weights. However, pure HM PVOH fibers were able to achieve 

higher crystallinity and more clearly identified sharp crystal peaks; and magnetic PVOH fibers 

made from HM polymers also demonstrated higher crystallinity, better tensile strength, as well as 

larger Young’s modulus. Therefore, HM polymers were preferred as the raw material for magnetic 

fiber production in this study. 

Overall, high molecular weight PVOH polymer with DMSO solvent was selected as the 

spinning system and were utilized in the rest of the study.
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 Effects of MNPs Concentration on Magnetic Fiber Performance 

With the selected spinning system of DMSO solvent and PVOH polymer of Mw= 146,000-

186,000. In this section, PVOH fibers were spun and post-drawn with Fe3O4 MNPs loadings of 

0%wt, 10%wt, 20%wt, 40%wt, 60%wt. The effects of MNPs loadings on fiber structure and 

performance were studied with various characterizations, including fiber microstructure (Section 

4.2.1), crystal structure (Section 4.2.2), thermal performance (Section 4.2.3), mechanical 

properties (Section 4.2.4), and magnetic performance (Section 4.2.5). The impact of drawing on 

magnetic fiber performance was also briefly studied with 10%wt and 20%wt MNPs fibers.  

4.2.1 Fiber Microstructure  

The microstructure of PVOH fibers was observed with optical microscope and confocal 

microscope for fiber cross-section, fiber diameter, fiber surface, and MNPs distribution.  

As shown in Figure 4.2, pure polymer fiber and all magnetic fibers displayed a bead-free 

structure with consistent diameter, which indicated the spinning dope was homogeneous and the 

extrusion process was effective. The fiber surface was relatively smooth for fibers with MNPs 

loading up to 40%, while the surface was a little rougher for PVOH-60%MNPs fibers, which may 

be the results of high MNPs concentration. With a closer look at the fiber surface of PVOH-

10%MNPs and PVOH-60%MNPs under Confocal microscope (Figure 4.11), neither samples 

displayed extensive MNPs clusters accumulation on the surface, which implied the MNPs phase 

did not separate from polymer phase during fiber formation, even at MNPs loadings as high as 

60%wt.   
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Figure 4.10 Optical images of PVOH fibers with different MNPs loadings from 0%wt to 

60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs, b) PVOH-10%MNPs, c) PVOH-20%MNPs, d) PVOH-

40%MNPs, e) PVOH-60%MNPs. 

 

c) d) 

a) b) 

e) 
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Figure 4.11 Confocal images of PVOH magnetic fibers surface: (left) PVOH-10%MNPs fiber, 

and (right) PVOH-60%MNPs fiber. 

The cross-section of magnetic PVOH fibers was observed with optical microscope (Figure 

4.12) and confocal microscope (Figure 4.4). The cross-section of all magnetic fibers showed oval-

like shape without obvious shape changes among different MNPs loadings. The diameters of 

magnetic fibers (Table 4.8) were in the same range. The slightly increase trend of diameter value 

along with MNPs loading could be due to a gentler drawing applied in the process, in order to 

avoid fiber breaking that were with high MNPS loadings and thus more defects. It could also be 

possible that the swelling effect at spinneret tip was higher for fibers with higher MNPs loadings, 

and swelling effect was considered as the results from yield behavior, high hysteresis, and 

increased nonlinear behavior caused by MNPs.80 

The MNPs clusters distribution was seen with confocal microscope on fiber of PVOH-

10%MNPs and PVOH-60%MNPs (Figure 4.4). The bright dots, Fe3O4 MNPs clusters, distributed 

all over the cross-section area, and more clusters were found in 60%wt MNPs fibers than 10%wt 

MNPs fibers as expected. It was pleasant to see PVOH-60%MNPs fibers had no major voids on 
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cross-section, which implied the spinning solution was homogeneous at such high MNPs 

concentration and the coagulation process was sufficient. 

Table 4.8 Fiber systems for the study of MNPs loading effects. 

Fiber system* Initial MNPs loading  

(%wt) 

Post-drawn fiber 

diameter (μm) 

PVOH-0%MNPs 0 54 

PVOH-10%MNPs 10 105 

PVOH-20%MNPs 20 109 

PVOH-40%MNPs 40 130 

PVOH-60%MNPs 60 138 

* The spinning dopes consisted of PVOH polymer (Mw= 146,000-186,000) at ~10 g/dl in pure 

DMSO solvent. The MNPs were 20nm superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles. 

In summary, the morphology analysis of PVOH fibers with different MNPs loading 

presented a successful production of magnetic fibers with MNPs loading up to 60%wt. Despite of 

MNPs concentration, all fibers represented an oval-like cross-section shape with very few voids. 

Magnetic fibers maintained consistent diameters without spindle shape, and fiber diameters were 

in the same range. Fe3O4 MNPs clusters were observed with uniform distribution all over the fiber 

structure, and no obvious accumulation of MNPs clusters was observed even at high MNPs loading 

of 60%wt.  
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Figure 4.12 Cross-section optical images of PVOH fibers with different MNPs loading from 

0%wt to 60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs, b) PVOH-10%MNPs, c) PVOH-20%MNPs, d) PVOH-

40%MNPs, e) PVOH-60%MNPs. 

 

c) d) 

a) b) 

e) 
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Figure 4.13 Confocal images of PVOH magnetic fiber cross-sections: a) PVOH-10%MNPs 

fiber; b) PVOH-60%MNPs fiber. 

4.2.2 Crystal Structure 

The crystal structure of PVOH fibers with various Fe3O4 MNPs loading ratio (0- 60%) was 

studied with one-dimensional WAXD scanning and azimuthal WAXD scanning. The one-

dimensional WAXD provided information about fiber crystal structure such as crystal size (L), d-

spacing, and crystallinity; and azimuthal WAXD scanning was able to provide information about 

polymer orientation preference in fibers. 

The crystal patterns from WAXD 1D scanning were included in Figure 4.14, in which x-

axis represented 2θ angle and y-axis as relative intensity of scattering. The strongest scattering 

peaks for PVOH polymer were 2θ = 20.0° for crystal plane 101, and this crystal peak was chosen 

to represent polymer crystal structure. It was seen that the peak position of PVOH 101 crystal 

phase remained in the range of 19.4- 20.0 regardless of MNPs concentration, but it diminished 

from a high and sharp peak to a short and wide slope with the increase of MNPs concentration. 

This peak broadening effect indicated the increase of amorphous region in polymer matrix as 
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MNPs loading increased, while the reduction of peak height was the combination results from less 

polymer content as well as reduced crystallinity in the product for fibers of higher MNPs 

concentration.  

 

Figure 4.14 One-dimensional WAXD graphs of PVOH fibers with different 20nm Fe3O4 

MNPs loadings (from bottom to top) of 0%wt, 10%wt, 20%wt, 40%wt, 60%wt, bare 20nm 

Fe3O4. 
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Table 4.9 Crystal structure of PVOH polymers in fibers with 0%wt- 60%wt MNPs. 

Fiber system PVOH-

0%MNPs 

PVOH-

10%MNPs 

PVOH-

20%MNPs 

PVOH-

40%MNPs 

Estimated polymer 

crystallinity 

83% 66% 48% -- 

2θ (°) * 20.0 19.5 19.4 19.5 

d-spacing (Å) * 4.44 4.56 4.57 4.57 

Crystal size (nm) * 6.7 6.1 4.4 3.4 

Polymer orientation factor (f) 0.87 0.46 0.23 -- 

* 2θ, d-spacing, and crystal size were based on PVOH 101 crystal phase. 

The polymer crystallinity was estimated with the area ratio of amorphous and crystal 

regions in the 2θ range of 15- 25° as introduced in Section 4.1.2. From the calculation, the 

crystallinity of polymers (Table 4.9) decreased with the increase of MNPs concentration until 

crystal peaks cannot be distinguished from amorphous ones at MNPs loading of 40%wt.  

The distance between crystal planes (d-spacing) of polymers was calculated with Bragg’s 

law (Equation 4-3) on PVOH 101 crystal phase. The d-spacing results (Table 4.9) presented a 

consistent value of 4.44- 4.57 Å for PVOH polymers in every fiber system, indicating the packing 

density of polymer crystals stayed constant despite of MNPs loadings. This finding agreed with 

previous work, for example, An-ting Chien reported PAN magnetic fibers of 10%wt Fe3O4 MNPs 

exhibited the d-spacing value of 0.523nm, which was very close to the value of 0.524nm as for 

pure PAN fibers.32  

d =
n × λ

2 sin θ
 

4-3 

Where d is the spacing between crystallite layers at crystal phase defined by 2θ degree, n is 

chosen as 1, λ is 1.54184 Å as the wavelength of Cu-Kα radiation of the instrument. 
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The crystal size (L) of PVOH polymers were calculated with Debye-Scherrer model 

(Equation 4-4), and the results showed PVOH crystal size decreased tremendously from 6.7 nm 

for pure PVOH fibers to 3.4 nm for PVOH-40%MNPs ones. This reduction trend was likely due 

to the interruption of polymer crystal growth by MNPs, which effect became stronger as the MNPs 

loading increased.  

L =
K × λ

β(2θ) × cos θ
 

4-4 

Where L is the crystal size, K is a constant taken as 0.9 assuming crystallites are all spherical, 

λ is 1.54184 Å as the wavelength of Cu-Kα radiation of the instrument, θ is Bragg’s angle, 

β(2θ) refers to the full width at half maximum (FWHM). 

Azimuthal WAXD scanning was able to provide information about effect of Fe3O4 MNPs 

loadings on polymer orientation in the fiber. As seen in Figure 4.15, the crystal ring of PVOH 

polymer became wider and less focused as MNPs loading increased, and eventually the ring 

disappeared when MNPs concentration reached 40%wt. The bright dots in the rings represented 

preferred polymer orientation direction, which was along fiber axis at ϕ~90°.  

The preferred polymer orientation factor (f) was calculated with Herman’s equation 

(Equation 4-5 and 4-6) along fiber axis direction. 81, 82 The results (Table 4.9) showed a decrease 

trend on preferred polymer orientation factor from 0.87 for pure polymer fibers to 0.23 for 

magnetic fibers with 40%wt MNPs loading, implying polymers were less aligned with the addition 

of MNPs. This negative effect of MNPs on polymer orientation has been reported in the literature 

before, for instance, An-ting Chien stated a reduction of polymer orientation in magnetic PAN 

fibers with 10%wt MNPs loading compared to its pure polymer fibers.32  
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𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜙 =
∫ 𝐼(𝜙)𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜙 sin 𝜙𝑑𝜙

𝜋/2

0

∫ 𝐼(𝜙) sin 𝜙𝑑𝜙
𝜋/2

0

 
4-5 

Where 𝜙 is the azimuthal angle as shown in Figure 4.15, and I (𝜙) is the scattered intensity at 

angle 𝜙. 

𝑓 =
1

2
 (3𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜙 − 1) 

4-6 

Where f is the Herman’s orientation factor. When f = 1, all polymers align along reference 

direction; when f = 0, all polymers are randomly oriented without preference along reference 

direction; and when f=-0.5, all polymers align perpendicular to reference direction. 

For Fe3O4 MNPs, the peak of 2θ =35.5° as Fe3O4 MNPs phase 311 was chosen as the 

identical peak. This intensity pattern (Figure 4.14) grew from flat to a tall and sharp peak as MNPs 

concentration increased as expected. Despite of MNPs loading ratios, the 2θ angle of phase 311 

remained in the range of 35.6- 35.9°, and the d-spacing value was stable, which implied the crystal 

cell structure of Fe3O4 MNPs stayed consistent despite of loading concentrations. The size of 

MNPs crystals decreased from 12.1 nm for PVOH-10%MNPs fibers to 9.8 nm for PVOH-

60%MNPs fibers. It was interesting to notice the pattern of PVOH-60%MNPs fibers were very 

similar to that of pure Fe3O4 MNPs. 
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Figure 4.15 Azimuthal WAXD graphs (left)  and their scattering intensity graphs (right) of 

PVOH fiber with MNPs loading (from bottom to top) at 0%wt, 10%wt, 20%wt, 40%wt. 

Table 4.10 Crystal structure of Fe3O4 MNPs in fibers with 0%wt- 60%wt MNPs. 

Fiber system PVOH-

0%MNPs 

PVOH-

10%MNPs 

PVOH-

20%MNPs 

PVOH-

40%MNPs 

PVOH-

60%MNPs 

Bare 

20nm 
Fe3O4 

MNPs 

2θ (°) * -- 35.9 35.7 35.6 35.6 35.6 

d-spacing (Å) * -- 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 2.52 

Crystal size (nm) * -- 12.1 11.6 11.5 10.9 9.8 

* 2θ, d-spacing, and crystal size were based on Fe3O4 311 crystal phase. 

The effects of drawing on fiber crystal structure has barely been studied on magnetic fibers 

before, especially when MNPs loadings exceeded a high concentration of 10%wt. In this section, 
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the author briefly studied the effect of drawing on the crystal structure of magnetic fibers PVOH-

10%MNPs and PVOH-20MNPs fibers.  

For magnetic fiber system of 10%wt MNPs loading ratio, the polymer crystallinity 

increased along drawing, as the relative height of polymer crystal peaks over MNPs crystal peak 

(Figure 4.17 right) grew higher with draw ratio. The preferred polymer orientation also developed 

to a higher value under drawing for 10%wt magnetic fibers, which was displayed as the more 

focused crystal rings and higher peak value in Azimuthal patterns (Figure 4.17). However, for 

PVOH-20%MNPs magnetic fibers, neither the crystal ring or scattering peak density had improved 

obviously with the increase of draw ratio (Figure 4.18). 

 

Figure 4.16 1D WAXD graphs of PVOH-10%MNPs fibers against draw ratio, from bottom to 

top, nominal DR=1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5. 
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Figure 4.17 Azimuthal WAXD graphs (left) and 1D WAXD graphs (right) of PVOH-

10%MNPs fibers against draw ratio, from bottom to top, nominal DR=1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5. 
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Figure 4.18 Azimuthal XRD graphs and their scattering density graphs of PVOH-20%MNPs 

fibers against draw ratio, from bottom to top, nominal DR=1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5. 

In summary, the presence of Fe3O4 MNPs had little influence on packing density of 

polymer crystal structure but led to smaller polymer crystals in size. The polymer crystallinity and 

preferred polymer orientation was weakened as the increase of Fe3O4 MNPs loading. These were 

the results of the interruption of polymer crystal development by the MNPs. Drawing was found 

effective to improve polymer crystallinity and polymer orientation at MNPs loading of 10%wt, 

but it was less effective at higher MNPs loadings. For Fe3O4 MNPs, the crystal packing density 

remained consistent no matter in the format of bare particles or embedded in magnetic fibers, while 

the crystal size of Fe3O4 MNPs was larger for MNPs embedded in polymer matrix.  
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4.2.3 Thermal Performance 

Thermal performance is an important factor that determines fiber application range. Some 

previous research has revealed an enhancement on fiber thermostability when MNPs concentration 

was very low in the system. However, fiber thermostability will be sacrificed as the MNPs loading 

continues to grow, since the development of polymer crystals will be hindered by too many MNPs. 

There have been few studies about the effect of MNPs on magnetic fiber thermal properties beyond 

the loading ratio of 10%. In this section, magnetic fiber thermostability was explored with 

magnetic fibers with MNPs loading of 0%-60%wt.  

The TGA result curves were displayed in Figure 4.19, with weight loss analysis in Figure 

4.21. The estimated MNPs loading for each magnetic fiber system was calculated upon TGA 

residue weight with the equations described in Section 4.1.3, and the results were summarized in 

Figure 4.20.  

Upon the comparison among TGA curves (Figure 4.19), the overall weight loss of fibers 

after the decomposition decreased as the MNPs loading increased. Since PVOH polymers 

completely disappeared after TGA process while the Fe3O4 MNPs had residues, the higher MNPs 

loading there was in the fiber, the higher residue weight the sample would remain.32 Previous study 

conducted by Zhu J reported the reduction of weight loss for magnetic PAN fibers with the 

increased concentration of Fe@FeO MNPs.35  

Under the assumption that Fe3O4 MNPs were completely converted into Fe3C compound 

after the decomposition process, the MNPs loadings in each fiber system could be estimated from 

the remaining weights as described in Section 4.1.3. From the calculation (Figure 4.20), it was 

found that most magnetic fibers (PVOH-10%MNPs, PVOH-20%MNPs, PVOH-40%MNPs) 

contained higher MNPs loading than that initially added into the spinning dopes. The highest 
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MNPs loading achieved in this study was 56.6%wt for PVOH-60%MNPs fibers, equivalent to 

23.8%vol, which was a very high loading for inorganic nanoparticle in polymer system. 

 

Figure 4.19 TGA graphs of PVOH fibers with different MNPs loadings, from bottom to 

top, a) 0%wt, b) 10%wt, c) 20%wt, d) 40%wt, e) 60%wt. 

 

Figure 4.20 TGA results and estimated MNPs loadings accordingly of PVOH fibers 

with different initial MNPs loadings of 0%wt, 10%wt, 20%wt, 40%wt, 60%wt. 
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A detailed investigation of weight loss at different temperature stage was conducted to 

understand the impact of MNPs on fiber decomposition process (Figure 4.21).  

 

Figure 4.21 Weight loss analysis in TGA decomposition for PVOH fibers with different 

MNPs loading from 0% to 60%, the temperature range are divided (from bottom to top) as 25-

200°C, 200-300°C, 300-538°C, 538-950°C. 

From the analysis, the weight loss of fibers below 200°C was in the range of 9%-15%wt 

across the fiber systems, which was mainly due to moisture evaporation and solvent volatilization 

without major polymer decomposition.67  

In the temperature range of 200°C to 300°C, pure PVOH fibers had a weight loss of 9%, 

while all magnetic fibers experienced a higher weight loss, such as 21%wt for PVOH-10%MNPs 

fibers, 19%wt for PVOH-20%MNPs fibers. This increased weight loss was due to the reduction 

of the crystallinity of polymers in magnetic fibers, since amorphous regions had lower degradation 

temperature than crystal regions. 
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The major weight loss of fibers occurred in the temperature range of 300- 538°C, in which 

PVOH polymers dehydrated into volatile products along with polymer chains breaking down, as 

well as continued decomposition of Fe3O4 MNPs.77 It was found that pure PVOH fibers 

experienced 78% weight loss in this range, while magnetic PVOH fibers experienced much lower 

weight loss (e.g. 44% weight loss for PVOH-10%MNPs, 14% weight loss for PVOH-60%MNPs). 

This trend was mainly the result of less polymer quantity content in the fiber system as MNPs 

concentration increased, but also because lower crystallinity had shifted some polymer 

decomposition to lower temperature range.  

Above 538°C, pure PVOH fibers experienced 4% weight loss, while fibers with MNPs had 

much higher weight loss, which was due to Fe3O4 MNPs continuous carbonization into Fe3C. The 

weight loss in this temperature range increased as the MNPs loading grew, as the weight loss of 

pure PVOH fibers was 4%wt, and that of PVOH-60%MNPS was 20%wt, except that PVOH-

20%MNPs system did not show an increase on value compared to PVOH-10%MNPs. 

The optical image after TGA process was shown in Figure 4.22, which was from PVOH-

20%MNPs magnetic fibers. It appeared the fiber sample had retained its fiber shape with a hollow 

core structure after degradation. The red color is likely from Fe2O3, which composite was formed 

as air purged into the chamber after the decomposition process. 

 

Figure 4.22 Optical image of PVOH-20%MNPs fibers after TGA process and air purging. 
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In summary, the overall weight loss of fibers decreased as MNPs loading increased for 

magnetic fibers. Fibers with higher MNPs concentration degraded faster in this process due to 

lower crystallinity of polymers caused by the incorporation of MNPs. Magnetic fibers presented 

fiber shape with hollow core after decomposition process. The actual MNPs loadings in magnetic 

fiber systems were estimated based on TGA residue weight. 

4.2.4 Mechanical Properties 

Mechanical performance is one of the essential properties for fibers, as it directly 

determines the application range of final products. In the literature, most of the mechanical 

performance studies were conducted on magnetic fibers with MNPs loadings less than 10%wt, and 

there were few studies done on fibers with high MNPs concentrations. In this section, the author 

studied the mechanical properties of magnetic fibers in a wide range of 0%- 60%wt MNPs loadings 

with single fiber tensile strength test. 

As shown in Table 4.11, fiber tensile strength was measured between 18 MPa and 117 MPa 

for all fibers. Compared to the tensile strength of pure PVOH fibers reported (10 MPa- 6GPa) in 

the literature, the values of these magnetic fibers were on the lower side due to incorporation of 

MNPs. The relatively high values of elongation ratio at breaking indicated the fibers were not fully 

drawn, which was mainly limited by the current drawing setup. This could possibly be improved 

with a milder drawing condition such as a heating bath in the future. Current tensile results 

presented no correlation between tensile strength and MNPs loadings.  

Young’s modulus was calculated and plotted for each fiber system against draw ratio in 

Figure 4.24. For each fiber system, Young’s modulus increased as the draw ratio became higher. 

For instance, PVOH fiber improved from 18 MPa to 47 MPa through drawings, while PVOH-

60%MNPs fibers increased from 2 MPa to 9 MPa along the drawing process. These results implied 
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that drawing could improve fiber strength for magnetic fibers, but the improvement was less 

effective as MNPs loadings increased. 

Table 4.11 Tensile results of fibers with 0%wt- 60%wt MNPs. 

Fiber system Tensile strength 

 (MPa) 

Elongation at break  

(%) 

PVOH-0%MNPs 52.8 ± 8.5 6.6 ± 0.9 

PVOH-10%MNPs 113.8 ± 18.0 20.3 ± 3.7 

PVOH-20%MNPs 44.3 ± 8.0 55.3 ± 12.1 

PVOH-40%MNPs 79.4 ± 4.0 117.4 ± 32.6 

PVOH-60%MNPs 18.5 ± 2.1 93.4 ± 14.1 

Between fiber systems at the same draw ratio, Young’s modulus decreased as the MNPs 

loadings increased, which was true at all draw ratios. This trend agreed with the previous studies, 

for example, Lin reported a reduction of 50% on fiber initial modulus for PVOH fibers with 18%wt 

magnetic iron embedded.33 This negative impact of MNPs loading on fiber mechanical 

performance at high loading was mainly due to the reduced polymer crystallinity and less polymer 

content in the product.  

Young’s modulus was also plotted per polymer weight in each fiber system, with the 

polymer ratio estimated from TGA results. As shown in Figure 4.23, pure PVOH fiber exhibited 

the highest Young’s modulus per polymer weight, and the modulus value decreased as the MNPs 

loading increased. 

In summary, Young’s modulus of magnetic fibers decreased with the increase of MNPs 

loadings, as the combination result from lower polymer crystallinity (Section 4.2.2) and less 

polymer content in fibers. Specifically, MNPs had negative effect on polymer mechanical strength, 

as the Young’s modulus per polymer weight decreased with the increase of MNPs loading. 
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Drawing was found capable of improving fiber mechanical performance, but it was less effective 

when MNPs loading became higher.  

 

Figure 4.23 Young’s modulus (MPa) against draw ratio for PVOH fibers with MNPs loadings 

from 0%wt to 60%wt. 

 

Figure 4.24 Young’s modulus (gf/polymer denier) for post-drawn PVOH fibers with different 

MNPs loadings from 0%wt to 60%. 
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4.2.5 Magnetic Performance 

It is essential to study the magnetic performance of magnetic fibers to determine the 

application range as magnetic materials. The magnetization value of magnetic fibers (emu/gram-

fiber) was plotted against external magnetic field (T) as shown in Figure 4.25, with major 

characteristics summarized in Table 4.12, including saturation value (MS), remnant value (MR), 

and estimated MNPs loadings.  

 

Figure 4.25 Magnetic hysteresis loops of PVOH magnetic fibers and pure Fe3O4 MNPs in 

external magnetic field of -3T ~3T: a) PVOH-10%MNPs fibers, b) PVOH-20%MNPs fibers, 

c) PVOH-40%MNPs fibers, d) PVOH-60%MNPs fibers, and e) bare 20nm Fe3O4 MNPs. 

All hysteresis loops of magnetic fibers followed the trend of superparamagnetic 20nm 

Fe3O4 MNPs that were embedded. The saturation magnetism value (MS) increased as the MNPs 

loading increased. Since MS were considered solely determined by MNPs weight ratios, the actual 

MNPs loading was estimated with MS values via Equation 4-7. The calculated MNPs loadings 
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(Table 4.12) confirmed the MNPs loadings added initially in the spinning dope, and most fiber 

systems (PVOH-20%MNPs, PVOH-40%MNPs, PVOH-60%MNPs) demonstrated higher MNPs 

loadings in fiber than the values in the initial solution. This estimated MNPs loadings were 

comparable to the ones calculated from TGA characterization for most magnetic fiber systems, 

except for PVOH-10%MNPs system which has been discussed in Section 4.1.5.  

Table 4.12 Magnetism results and MNPs ratio estimation of fibers.  

Fiber 

system 

Saturated 

value, MS, 

(emu/g) 

Coercivity 

per fiber 

weight, 

 HC-fiber, 

(Oe/g) 

Coercivity 

per MNPs 

weight, 

 HC-MNPs, 

(Oe/gram-

MNPs) 

Remnant 

value, MR, 

(emu/g) 

MNPs 

loading 

estimated 

from 

SQUID 

(%wt) 

MNPs 

loading 

estimated 

from TGA 

(%wt) 

PVOH-

10%MNPs 

3.6 24 240 0.1 7.5% 17.7% 

PVOH-

20%MNPs 

12.3 25 125 0.7 25.7% 30.6% 

PVOH-

40%MNPs 

22.0 25 63 1.1 45.9% 46.0% 

PVOH-

60%MNPs 

32.1 26 43 1.6 67.0% 56.6% 

Bare Fe3O4 

MNPs 

47.9 23 23 1.5 -- -- 

 

 
𝐌𝐍𝐏𝐬 %𝐰𝐭 𝐢𝐧 𝐅𝐢𝐛𝐞𝐫 =

𝑴𝑹(𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒏𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒄 𝒇𝒊𝒃𝒆𝒓)

𝑴𝑹 (𝑽𝒊𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏 𝑴𝑵𝑷𝒔)
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎% 

4-7 

The coercivity (HC) represents the ability of magnetic fibers to withstand external magnetic 

field without becoming magnetized, which is the internal reverse driving field to demagnetize the 

external magnetic field. The higher HC is, the higher resistance the material exhibits to withstand 

external magnetic field. As presented in Table 4.12, all magnetic fibers had similar HC-fiber values 

of 23-26 Oe/gram-fiber. However, once HC was corrected to per MNPs weight (HC-MNPs), PVOH-

10%MNPs fibers displayed a significant high coercivity value at 240 Oe/gram-MNPs compared 
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to 23 Oe/gram-MNPs for pure MNPs, which was known as MNPs hardening effect. The finding 

agreed with earlier research work, for instance, Di Zhang30 reported the MNPs hardening effect of 

HC-MNPs =20.1 Oe for pure MNPs to HC-MNPs= 206 Oe once dispersed in polymer matrix. This 

hardening effect was because the dipole-dipole interaction among MNPs was reduced once 

embedded in polymer matrix, and therefore the magnetism of each MNPs was enhanced. This 

MNPs hardening effect was weakened as the MNPs concentration increased. 

Another magnetism characteristic is remnant value (MR), which represents the remaining 

magnetism in material (MR, emu/g) once external magnetic field is removed (at x=0). A magnified 

plot of MR for all magnetic fibers was seen in Figure 4.25 , with MR values summarized in Table 

4.12. It was observed that MR values of all fibers and virgin MNPs were small but not zero, which 

was due to the magnetically soft nature of MNPs. The MR value of magnetic fibers increased as 

the MNPs loadings grew, and PVOH-60%MNPs magnetic fibers reached a similar value to that of 

virgin MNPs.  

In summary, the highest saturation magnetism value (Ms) was achieved with 60%wt MNPs 

magnetic fiber system at 32.1 emu/g, as of 67% compared to pure Fe3O4 MNPs value. To the 

author’s best knowledge, this was the highest magnetic response and highest MNPs loading of 

magnetic fibers available in the literature so far, especially with full scope of fiber properties 

analysis. Along MNPs loading from 10%wt to 60%wt MNPs, all magnetic fibers presented 

superparamagnetic behaviors consistent with the 20nm Fe3O4 MNPs embedded. Magnetic 

hardening effect was observed on MNPs in fibers, which became stronger as MNPs concentration 

was smaller. The MS of magnetic fibers increased as MNPs loading became higher, and MNPs 

loading estimation from SQUID results verified the MNPs concentration in each fiber system. 
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4.2.6 Summary 

The major achievement in this section was the successful production of superparamagnetic 

fibers with the highest magnetism saturation value (Ms=32.1 emu/g) in the literature, which was 

67% of bare Fe3O4 MNPs. This high Ms was achieved with a high MNPs loading around 60%wt 

(estimated 56.6%wt in TGA, estimated 67.0% in SQUID), which was also the highest MNPs 

loading for magnetic fibers available in the literature. This magnetic fiber system with high MNPs 

loading showed decent mechanical properties as fiber. Besides, the effect of MNPs concentration 

on magnetic fiber properties in a wide MNPs loading range of 10- 60%wt was studied for various 

fiber properties. 

All magnetic fiber revealed a quite uniform shape without spindles, and the fiber structure 

was quite dense with MNPs distributed all over the area. The diameter of magnetic fibers 

maintained in the same range as pure PVOH fibers. The polymer crystallinity and crystal size 

decreased as the MNPs loading increased, which was mainly due to the interruption of polymer 

crystal development by MNPs. Correspondingly, the thermo-degradation for magnetic fibers 

became faster as MNPs loading grew, as a result of more polymer amorphous regions in the 

structure. The stiffness of fibers decreased with the increase of MNPs concentration, which was 

the combination outcome of lower polymer crystallinity and less polymer content in the product. 

The magnetism performance of fibers was consistent with the superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs 

embedded, and the magnetic saturation value (Ms) increased for magnetic fibers with the increase 

of MNPs loading. MNPs hardening effect was observed in magnetic fibers, and the effect was 

stronger in low MNPs loading systems. The actual MNPs loadings in magnetic fibers were 

estimated from TGA residue weight as well as from magnetic saturation values, and the results 

verified the high MNPs concentrations added in the initial spinning solution.  
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Drawing was found as an effective method to increase magnetic fiber crystallinity as well 

as mechanical performance. The Young’s modulus of magnetic fibers with high MNPs loading at 

60%wt could still be enhanced via drawing, but the improvement was much smaller compared to 

the ones with lower MNPs ratios. 

It is worthwhile to mention that polymer solution with 80%wt MNPs loading was 

attempted for spinning, but it failed to produce continuous fibers as product. It is still of interest to 

try higher MNPs loadings, which might be feasible with the presence of additives or upon surface 

modification of MNPs.
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 Effects of MNPs Species on Magnetic Fiber Performance 

Magnetic fibers with 20nm superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs was successfully spun and 

characterized at a high MNPs loading of 60%wt. It is considered more challenging to incorporate 

MNPs with large diameters into magnetic fibers, especially at high MNPs loadings, because large 

MNPs are more likely to agglomerate to form defects which compromises fiber properties.30 In 

this section, PVOH-60%-MNPs-80nm fibers were produced and characterized, and the effects of 

MNPs species (superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic MNPs) on magnetic fiber were studied with 

fiber property including microstructure, crystal structure, thermal performance, mechanical 

properties, and magnetic performance. 

4.3.1 Fiber Microstructure  

The microstructure of magnetic fibers was studied with optical and confocal microscopes, 

including fiber diameter, fiber surface, cross-section, and MNPs distribution. Unless otherwise 

stated, all fiber samples in this section were the post-drawn fibers from each spinning system. 

The fiber surface was captured with optical microscope (Figure 4.26), in which both 

magnetic fibers showed smooth skin and consistent diameters without spindle-shape. This 

suggested both spinning solutions were homogenous, and the fiber production process was 

effective. A closer look at the fiber surface by confocal microscope (Figure 4.27) displayed some 

MNPs clusters as bright dots, while the surfaces were still relatively smooth for both fibers. 

The cross-section of PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm magnetic fibers (Figure 4.28b) displayed an 

oval-shape cross-section that was similar to pure PVOH fibers (Figure 4.28a); while PVOH-

60%MNPs-80nm fiber (Figure 4.28c) had more irregular cross-section shape. Since the nascent 

fiber of PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm system were more in oval-like shape as displayed in Figure 

4.28d, the irregular shape of post-drawn fibers was likely formed during drawing. The diameters 
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of both magnetic fibers were similar in value (Table 4.13), which was much higher than the 

diameter of pure PVOH fibers. 

   

Figure 4.26 Optical images of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers with different 

MNPs species at MNPs loading of 60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs fibers, b) PVOH-60%MNPs-

20nm fibers, c) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

 

  

Figure 4.27 Confocal images of fiber surfaces for PVOH magnetic fibers with different MNPs 

species at MNPs loading of 60%wt: (left) PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm fibers, (right) PVOH-

60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

b) a) c) 
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Figure 4.28 Cross-section optical images of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers 

with different MNPs species at MNPs loading of 60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs post-drawn 

fibers, b) PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm post-drawn fibers, c) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm post-drawn 

fibers, d) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm as-spun fibers. 

Table 4.13 Fiber systems for the study of MNPs species effects. 

Fiber system * Initial MNPs loading 

(%wt) 

Post-drawn fiber 

diameter (μm) ** 

PVOH-0%MNPs 0 54 

PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm 60 138 

PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm 60 117 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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*The spinning dopes consisted of PVOH polymer (Mw= 146,000-186,000) at ~10 g/dl in pure 

DMSO solvent. 

**The draw ratio for all fibers was 4.5. 

Both magnetic fibers showed dense structure without many voids in the cross-section 

(Figure 4.4), which was a good sign for mechanical strength. The MNPs agglomeration (bright 

dots in the images) distributed all over the cross-section area, while the clusters appeared much 

larger in size for the PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm fibers compared to PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers, 

which could possibly lead to compromised mechanical performance for the former fiber system.   

 

 

Figure 4.29 Confocal images of magnetic PVOH fibers with different MNPs species at 60%wt 

MNPs loading: (left) PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm fibers, (right) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

In summary, both magnetic fibers with 20nm and 80nm Fe3O4 MNPs at high loading of 

60%wt presented a bead-free shape with relatively smooth surface. The diameters of these 

magnetic fibers were in the comparable range and were much higher than pure PVOH fibers. The 

shape of magnetic fibers cross-section with 20nm MNPs was oval-like, while magnetic fibers with 

80nm MNPs was more irregular. Magnetic fiber with 80nm MNPs had finer MNPs clusters and 

was possible to exhibit better mechanical performance.    
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4.3.2 Crystal Structure 

The crystal structure provides structure information about fibers at molecular level. In this 

section, WAXD analysis of both one-dimensional scanning and azimuthal scanning were 

employed for such purpose. 

Upon the WAXD graphs (Figure 4.30), both magnetic fibers presented clear and sharp 

crystal peaks for MNPs but barely noticeable peaks for polymer phase. This indicated that MNPs 

maintained crystal phase and fiber polymers were mostly in amorphous state in these magnetic 

fibers The crystal peaks of MNPs for both magnetic fibers matched the pattern of their bare MNPs 

quite well, which agrees with previous work9.  

In Azimuthal WAXD scanning, neither of the magnetic fibers showed clear crystal rings 

(for crystal regions) nor bright dots (for preferred fiber orientation direction) like those in pure 

PVOH fibers (Figure 4.31). The bright blurs of magnetic fibers were mostly from the scattering 

effects of Fe3O4 MNPs. 

In summary, PVOH polymers were mostly in amorphous phase in both magnetic fibers, 

and the MNPs were in crystal phase. The crystal peaks position of Fe3O4 MNPs remained 

consistent after MNPs embedded in polymer matrix for both magnetic fibers systems.   
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Figure 4.30 WAXD graphs of pure PVOH fiber, magnetic PVOH fibers with different MNPs 

species at MNPs loading of 60%wt, and corresponsive bare MNPs. 
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Figure 4.31 Azimuthal WAXD graphs of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers with 

different MNPs species at MNPs loading of 60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs fibers, b) PVOH-

60%MNPs-20nm fibers, c) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

4.3.3 Thermal Performance 

The effects of Fe3O4 MNPs species on fiber thermostability at high MNPs loading of 

60%wt was investigated. The TGA curves were shown in Figure 4.32, with other results such as 

weight loss and estimated MNPs loading included in Table 4.14.  

The overall decomposition curves of both magnetic fibers (Figure 4.32) were alike to each 

other. The final remaining weights were similar (44%wt and 47%wt), which were much higher 

than that of pure PVOH fibers. Assuming all Fe3O4 were converted into Fe3C by the end of 

degradation, MNPs loadings in magnetic fibers were estimated. The PVOH-60%-20nm fibers 

exhibited MNPs loading of 61%wt, and the MNPs loading of PVOH-60%-80nm fibers was 

estimated at 57%wt. These calculated MNPs concentration were close to the original concentration 

in the initial spinning solution. 

a)  b)  c)  
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Figure 4.32 TGA graphs of pure PVOH fibers and magnetic PVOH fibers with different 

MNPs species at MNPs loading of 60%wt: a) PVOH-0%MNPs fibers, b) PVOH-60%MNPs-

20nm fibers, c) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

Table 4.14 TGA results of fibers with 20nm and 80nm MNPs at 60%wt MNPs loading. 

Fiber System Remaining 

weight %wt 

Calculated 

MNPs %wt 

PVOH-0%MNPs 0.0 0.0 

PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm 43.9 56.6 

PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm 47.3 61.0 

In summary, the decomposition process and overall weight loss of both magnetic fibers 

were similar despite the MNPs species. The actual MNPs loadings in fibers were verified upon 

TGA residue weight calculation.  

4.3.4 Mechanical Properties  

In this section, single fiber tensile strength was conducted on magnetic fibers at high MNPs 

loading 60%wt to study the mechanical performance. As shown in Table 4.15, Young’s modulus 
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for both magnetic fibers were lower than that of pure PVOH fibers, indicating a negative effect of 

MNPs on fiber mechanical performance at such high loading. Young’s modulus of 80nm MNPs 

fibers was higher than that of 20nm MNPs fibers, one reason for that could be the finer MNPs 

clusters in 80nm-MNPs fibers as displayed in the fiber cross-section images in Section 4.3.1.  

Table 4.15 Tensile results of fiber with 20nm and 80nm MNPs at 60%wt MNPs loading. 

Fiber system Young’s modulus 

(MPa) 

PVOH-0%MNPs 47 ± 6 

PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm 8.7 ± 0.9 

PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm 21.9 ± 2.4 

4.3.5 Magnetic Performance 

The magnetic performance of both magnetic fibers with MNPs loading of 60%wt were 

shown in Figure 4.25, with major magnetism results summarized in Table 4.16, including 

saturation value (MS), remnant value (MR), and estimated MNPs loadings. 

In the magnetism hysteresis loops (Figure 4.25), both magnetic fibers inherited the 

magnetism behaviors from the corresponding MNPs: PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm fibers presented 

superparamagnetic performance, while PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers displayed ferromagnetism. 

The magnetism saturation value (Ms) was 32.1 emu/g for PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm fibers 

and was 37.6 emu/g for PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers, which values were among the highest 

magnetism response reported for magnetic fibers in the literature. The actual MNPs loadings was 

calculated as proportional to MNPs loading ratio. From the calculation, PVOH-60%MNPs-20nm 

fibers implied MNPs loading of 67.0%wt, and PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers presented a lower 

MNPs loading ratio of 46.0%wt. The MNPs loadings estimated from TGA analysis and SQUID 
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were quite high for both systems, and the value difference between calculation method could be 

caused by the uneven MNPs distribution in fiber as well as by the small size of samples taken for 

each test.  

  

Figure 4.33 Magnetic hysteresis loops of PVOH magnetic fibers at 60% MNPs loading 

and their corresponsive bare Fe3O4 MNPs. Left: a) bare 20nm Fe3O4 MNPs, b) PVOH-

60%MNPs-20nm fibers; Right: c) bare 80nm Fe3O4 MNPs, d) PVOH-60%MNPs-80nm fibers. 

Both magnetic fibers exhibited a much higher coercivity value (HC-MNPs) compared to bare 

MNPs, which was the result of MNPs hardening effect in polymer matrix. This hardening effect 

was more obvious for 80nm MNPs fibers than for 20nm MNPs. The remnant values (MR) of both 

magnetic fibers and pure MNPs were close to zero as magnetically soft materials. 

Overall, magnetic fibers inherited the magnetism behavior from the corresponsive Fe3O4 

MNPs, and MNPs hardening effects were observed for both fiber systems. The estimated MNPs 

loadings verified high MNPs loadings in the system, and both systems presented very high 

magnetism saturation value. 
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Table 4.16 Magnetism results of magnetic fibers with 20nm and 80nm MNPs  

at 60%wt MNPs loading and bare Fe3O4 MNPs. 

Fiber 

system 

Saturated 

value, MS, 

(emu/g) 

Coercivity 

per fiber 

weight, 

 HC-fiber, 

(Oe/gram-

fiber) 

Coercivity 

per MNPs 

weight, 

 HC-MNPs, 

(Oe/gram-

MNPs) 

Remnant 

value, 

MR, 

(emu/g) 

MNPs ratio 

estimated 

from 

SQUID 

results 

(%wt) 

MNPs ratio 

estimated 

from TGA 

results 

(%wt) 

PVOH-

60%MNPs-

20nm 

32.1 26 43 1.6 67.0 56.6 

Bare 20nm 

MNPs 

47.9 23 23 1.5 -- -- 

PVOH-

60%MNPs-

80nm 

37.6 73 159 2.2 46.0 61.0 

Bare 80nm 

MNPs 

81.8 14 14 3.6 -- -- 

4.3.6 Summary 

In section 4.3, PVOH magnetic fibers with 20nm superparamagnetic and 80nm 

ferromagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs at high MNPs loading of 60%wt were successfully produced via the 

dry-jet wet spinning process.  

Both magnetic fibers demonstrated a bead-free structure with uniform fiber diameters and 

few-voids cross-section as MNPs dispersed all over the fiber structure. The crystal patterns of both 

magnetic fibers aligned with the patterns of their corresponsive MNPs very well, representing the 

consistent crystal structure of MNPs. The polymers in the magnetic fibers were mostly in 

amorphous structure without obvious crystal peaks, which led to lower Young’s modulus for high-

MNPs-loading magnetic fibers compared to the pure polymer fibers. The thermal decomposition 

process was similar for both magnetic fiber systems regardless of the MNPs species. The MNPs 

loadings estimated from TGA and SQUID results verified the high MNPs loadings in each fiber 

system. Both magnetic fibers followed the same magnetism hysteresis behaviors of their 
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corresponding MNPs, with MNPs hardening effect observed in both systems. The saturation 

magnetism values (Ms) of magnetic fibers were 46% and 67% as that of their corresponding MNPs, 

which were the highest magnetic response achieved on magnetic fibers in the literature to the 

author’s best knowledge. This competitive high magnetic response provides such organic magnetic 

fibers the potential to be used in traditional inorganic magnetics application, while offering unique 

properties as fibers.
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 CONCLUSION 

The overall objective of this study was to fabricate highly magnetic responsive single fibers 

via the industrialized fiber production technique of dry-jet wet spinning, which has been fully 

achieved via three sections of research. 

First, the optimum spinning dope was selected, which included high molecular weight 

PVOH polymer and DMSO solvent. This system was capable of producing uniform magnetic 

fibers with uniform structure and acceptable mechanical performance using a dry-jet wet spinning 

process (Section 4.1).  

Second, with the spinning dope identified earlier, magnetic fibers were successfully 

fabricated with 20nm superparamagnetic Fe3O4 MNPs within MNPs loading range of 0% to 60% 

by weight. The highest magnetic saturation value (Ms) of the fibers exhibited 32 emu/g, as 

compared to the bare MNPs of 48 emu/g, a 67% ratio (Section 4.2). The effects of MNPs on 

magnetic fiber performance were also studied. It was found that with the addition of MNPs loaded 

into the fiber, the resulting magnetic fiber diameter grew, polymer crystallinity decreased, thermal 

degradation occurred faster, and mechanical performance decreased.  Higher concentrations of 

MNPs in the system resulted in even greater increases in magnetic fiber diameter growth, decreases 

in polymer crystallinity, quicker thermal degradation, and lower mechanical performance. Higher 

concentrations of MNPs in the dope were also correlated with stronger Ms. Drawing was able to 

improve the mechanical properties of magnetic fibers at all MNPs loadings, but it became less 

effective at higher concentrations of MNPs in the fiber system. 

Finally, to further understand the effect of MNPs species on magnetic fibers at high 

concentrations of MNPs in the system, ferromagnetic fibers with 80nm Fe3O4 MNPs were 

successfully spun with a MNPs loading of 60% by weight.  These fibers exhibited a Ms value of 
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38 emu/g, or 47% as compared to corresponsive bare MNPs (Section 4.3). Comparing 

superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic fibers at high MNPs loadings, it was demonstrated that 

polymers in these fibers were mostly in an amorphous phase, but fibers still exhibited robust 

mechanical strength, which could be utilized in practical applications, such as for artificial muscles 

or as filters for metal ions. 

Overall, this study demonstrated a unique dry-jet wet spinning process, which can be used 

as a powerful technique to produce magnetic fibers at a wide concentration of MNPs and open 

new possibilities for making magnetic fiber production a commercial reality.  
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 FUTURE WORK 

Upon the successful fabrication of highly magnetic responsive fibers with magnetic 

nanoparticles and PVOH polymer, some limitations were realized in the current work, additionally, 

some interesting topics were discovered for future work. 

One limitation in the study was the scale of the spinning dope due to current setup. Two 

factors contributed to the small number of fibers produced: first, the spinning dope in the study 

was small; second, solution was wasted during spinning and drawing to achieve a steady-state 

fiber. Due to the limited sample length of fibers produced, it was possible that this contributed to 

the wide variation of fiber specimen mechanical performance, as some specimens may not have 

reached steady-state during production. This limitation could be improved with a larger scale 

system that can produce more fiber quantity at the same steady state. 

To continue pursuing magnetic fiber for even higher MNPs loading, spinning dope with 

80%wt MNPs was tried in this study, but this failed to generate continuous fiber. Future studies 

could examine strategies to generate such a continuous fiber by adding surfactant or other additives 

to the spinning solution, or chemically modifying the MNPs surface with organic components, 

which could potentially offer better compatibility between the MNPs and polymers.  

It would be also interesting to mix superparamagnetic MNPs and ferromagnetic MNPs in 

the same spinning dope at high loadings and various ratio, which could generate fiber with various 

magnetic performance. There are fiber properties that were not studied for the magnetic fibers in 

this, but are worthy to study based on the application, such as fiber solubility, biodegradation, and 

UV resistance.  
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This study did not have the opportunity to electro-spin the spinning solutions that were 

prepared for dry-jet wet spinning, which would be beneficial to compare these two magnetic fiber 

spinning processes together directly. 

For future work, magnetic fibers in this study were not further processed into final products 

such as yarns or cloth, nor were they tested for application performance as magnetic-field induced 

switch or artificial muscles. These application-oriented characterizations are of interest and are 

necessary for magnetic fiber industrialization. 
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